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FOREWORD

The object of this publication is to give the prospective strain gauge
user a simple explanation of the basic theory and practice of measure-
ment using strain gauges. l t  wi l l  show how var ious factors,  such as
type of  gauge, gauge mater ia l ,  measur ing condi t ions and type of  instru-
mentat ion can inf luence the resul ts obtained

Elementary stress and strain theory wil l be outl ined and the working
pr inciple of  the strain gauge descr ibed. Var ious types of  gauge and mea-
sur ing arrangement wi l l  be discussed, and some pract ical  t ips given for
gauge handl ing so that the user can get the best f rom a measur ing ar-
rangement. Adhesives for strain gauge mounting wil l be discussed. Al-
ternative applications for strain gauges, as stress, force, pressure, or
torque transducers wil l also be mentioned.

The Br i ie l  and Kjer program of strain measurement instrumentat ion
wi l l  be introduced, and guidance given to help in the choice of  gauge
and system for part icular appl icat ions As an addi t ional  a id to the pro-

spective user, information is given on various sources of gauges and
adhesives



The following letters and symbols have been used throughout this
book:

a resistance ratio
A Amperes
C degrees Centigrade
d differential sign
E excitation voltage and Youngs Modulus
F degrees Fahrenheit
g acceleration due to gravity
G Modulus of Rigidity
I current
k gauge factor
I length
N error factor due to input resistance of measuring instrument
P error factor due to lead resistance
r relative change in resistance
R resistance
t temperature
T error factor due to bridge non-linearity
V voltage
x' l

I
y I perpendicular axes
.J
a angle
B angle
d small increment
dR change in resistance
6l change in length
dk change in gauge factor
€ strain
0r temperature expansion coefficient
u Poissons Ratio
pe microstrain
T circle constant
o stress
r shear stress
O ohms



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In the early days, machinery and structures were developed and built
on a trial and error basis, making extensive use of the "rule of thumb"
approach to the problems of design. This "rule" worked very success-
fully in areas of slow technological development, where principles and
methods were unsophisticated. A new part would be designed using
very conservative safety factors, constructed, possibly tested before be-
ing put into service, and then modified by "beefing-up" or l ightening as
experience indicated. With the advent of mass production and the de-
mand for high speed machinery and really efficient construction, these
older design methods were no longer technically or economically vi-
able. This was a particular problem in the newly developing aircraft in-
dustry, to take just one example, where massive safety factors could
not be used, as every unit of weight had to be deployed to give the max-
imum advantage. Further, innovation in the new industry came so rap-
idly that technical developments soon outpaced the abil ity of the older
empirical methods to resolve the problems that arose. lt soon became
impossible to perform all the calculations necessary to design aircraft
parts having maximum strength and minimum weight wi thout employ-
ing teams of mathematicians, incurring costly t ime penalties, or risking
technical obsolescence before the development was completed. What
was needed was a thorough knowledge of the actual load and stress
distribution, which in turn called for accurate determination of the
strains (c stresses) present, so that the calculation and design process
could be accelerated without becoming unreliable.

This climate led to the evolution of new methods of calculation to be
used in stress analysis, and to the development of several new instru-
ments for determining strain experimentally, under actual service con-
ditions. Earlier methods of strain measurement employed direct mechani-
cal measurement on the part, often supplemented by optical amplif ica-
tion to overcome the diff iculty of detecting minuie changes in length
with the unaided eye. Later, electrical instrumentation was developed
that used transducers employing capacitance, inductance or piezoelec-
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Fig.l -l . The definition of strain

tric effects These electrical methods suffered from many of the disad-
vantages associated with the mechanical extensometers, such as com-
paratively large size and mass, which could influence the behaviour of
the item under test and create clamping diff iculties. They also suffered
from their own problems, an over-sensitivity to vibration or tempera-
ture. complex detection circuitry, a lack of transducer robustness, or a
price sufficient to preclude their use in the large numbers necessary for
really effective stress determination on complex constructions. Nev-
ertheless, all these measuring methods are sti l l  in use, and where con-
ditions are suitable, they yield satisfactory results. More recently, the
electrical resistance "strain gauge" has come into widespread use re-
placing the ear l ier  methods in most appl icat ions.

The strain gauge was developed in the late thirt ies by two research-
ers in the USA. Working independent ly of  each other,  Simmons at  CAL-
TEC and Ruge at MIT developed a strain gauge consisting of a length of
wire glued to the test object so that changes in length (strainsl on the
surface are transferred to the wire. These length changes cause altera-

Conductor Brcking material Cement Test pirce ,tu321

Fig 1.2. The electrical resistance strain gauge

Gauge length



t ions in the resistance of the wire which can be measured by compara-
t ively s imple electr ical  c i rcui t ry.  The modern strain gauge, examples of
which are shown in Fig.1.2 and Fig.1 3,  works in exact ly the same
way, with strain being detected by measuring the resistance variations
caused by changes in the gauge length of  the wire.  The strain gauge
can be very smal l  and compact having negl ig ib le mass to exert  a mini-
mum of influence on the measuring object, and be easily mounted on
the test  specimen, usual ly by cement ing.

The electrical detection circuits required to measure the very small
changes in the gauge resistance are comparatively uncomplicated, be-
ing variations of the familiar Wheatstone bridge. When suitable com-
pensation circuits are employed or self-compensating gauges used, tem-
perature sensi t iv i ty is v i r tual ly el iminated. The resistance strain gauge
allows a very economically priced measuring system to be made, where
the actual cost per gauge is often so low as to be of virtually no conse-
quence. Gauge costs are no longer a hinderance to the use of  strain
gauges, cemented in their  hundreds on a structure,  to solve any part icu-
lar stress analysis task by actual multiple measurements, instead of the
laborious calculation procedures, based on extrapolation from a few
measurements, that had been used previously.

E-

Fig-l .3. Examples of typical strain gauges

Typical well known applications for strain gauges include experimen-
tal strain and stress measurement on aircraft, boats, cars and other
forms of transportation. Strain gauges are also used for the measure-
ment of stress in larger structures, for example apartment buildings
and office blocks, pressurized containers, bridges, dams, etc. The strain



gauge is an important laboratory implement used for pure research, as
a design tool in the development stages of many machines and struc-
tures,  and as a teaching aid to demonstrate basic engineer ing concepts
in educational establishments.

Less well known applications of strain gauges include their use in
transducers, where some physical property, about which information is
required, wil l be arranged to deflect a strain gauged member, the
amount of deflection being related to the property to be measured. Typi-
cal examples of transducer applications for strain gauges are dynam-
ometer rings for force or load measurement, pressure transducers that
use a strain gauged diaphragm, and displacement measurement with a
thin strain-gauged "feeler".

10



CHAPTER 2
STRESS AND STRAIN

The maximum benef i t  f rom strain gauge measurements can only be
obtained when a correct ly assembled measur ing system is al l ied wi th a
thorough knowledge of the factors governing the strength and elasticity
of  mater ia ls.  This knowledge al lows the strain gauges to be deployed in
the most ef fect ive manner.  so that  re l iable measurements can be ob-
tained that lend themselves to c lear unambiguous interpretat ion.

During the design and construction of machines and structures, the
strengthof themater ia l  tobe used plays a very important part  in the cal-
culat ions The strength of  the mater ia l  is  used to f ind whether the parts
can carry the loads demanded of them without excessive deformation
or fa i lure These load carry ing abi l i t ies are normal ly character ised in
terms of  STRESS, that  is the amount of  load carr ied by a given area.
Therefore stress is quoted in pressure units, force per area (for example
Pa = N/m2, kp/mm2, lbt / in2l .  Simi lar ly,  other important cr i ter ia for  a
mater ia l ,  such as the l imi t  of  proport ional i ty,  the ul t imate strength,  and
the breaking strength,  are also usual ly given in terms of  stress.  How-
ever stress itself cannot be measured, it must be deduced from the me-
chanical  d imensions and the appl ied load. For example,  a known ten-
sion load can be appl ied to a test  specimen, and the stress calculated
from the appl ied load and the cross.sect ion The specimen wi l l  not
change colour as with elevated temperatures, or affect a magnetic nee-
dle as wi th the passage of  an electr ic current The only physical  s ign of
loading is the mechanical  deformat ion due to the load, and i t  is  th is de-
format ion that can be measured by the strain gauge. Hooke showed the
relat ionship between load and extension to be a l inear funct ion,  there-
fore i f  the def lect ion is measured and this relat ionship is known, the ap-
pl ied load can be calculated.

In the same way that loads are character ised in terms of  stress,  ex-
tension is character ised in terms of  STRAIN, where strain is usual lyde-
f ined as the change in length per uni t  length (mm,/mm, in, / in) ,  a dimen-
sionless rat io A direct  re lat ionship known as Young's Modulus (E),
s imi lar  to Hooke's Law. exists between stress and strain and is shown

11
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Fig 2 | . Stress/Strain curve for a typical Metal

in Fig.2.1 As strain is dimensionless,  E has stress dimensions, force
per area.

Taking a general  purpose construct ion steel  as an example,  the y ie ld
point and limit of proportionality l ie at a stress level of approximately
26kp/mm2 (37OOO lbf  / in2l ,  and the ul t imate stress is 45 to
50 kp,/mm2 (65 000 to 72 00O lbt/in2l. Using a value for Young's Modu-
fus of  21 x 103kp/mm2 (30 x 106 lbf / in2l ,  the y ie ld point  strain can be
found from.

strain :  '6 =
21x1C

: 1240 ut

I t  is  worth remembering this value as i t  is  typical  for  a construct ion
type steel.

From the foregoing, i t  can be seen that i f  the Young's Modulus of  the
mater ia l  is  known, and the strain is measured, i t  should be a s imple
matter to calculate the stress.  This is t rue when the direct ion of  the
stress is known, which is the case when a simple strut is exposed to
tension. However,  in al l  other cases there is a fur ther compl icat ion,
which is examined below

Fig.2.2 shows the exaggerated deformation of a strut under simple ten-
sion loading which causes an increase in length and a corresponding
decrease in cross section This is known as the Poisson Effect, and it
means that i f  st ra in is measured in ei ther of  the planes perpendicular

12
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Fi9.2.2. Deformation of a strut

to the appl ied load, a negat ive strain wi th lesser magnitude wi l l  be de-
tected. The magnitude of  th is lesser strain depends upon Poisson's Ra-
t io( l ) ,  a mater ia l 's  constant that  var ies f rom mater ia l  to mater ia l .  l t  is  us-
ual ly about 0,3,  so that the strain measured perpendicular to loading
wi l l  be approximately -O,3 t imes the strain measured paral le l  to the
loading. These strains have no associated stress as there is no load ap-
pl ied in their  d i rect ion.

Simply stated, the relat ionship

_ Sfress

Strain

is only val id in the direct ion of  the appl ied load, and not in any other di-
rectron.

Fig.2 3 fur ther i l lustrates the reason by plot t ing the magnitudes of
stress and strain,  together wi th their  d i rect ions for  a s ingle point  in the
simply loaded strain f ie ld

Fig.2 3. Stress and strain about a point in a simply loaded system

13



Stress l ies in the same plane as the loading, and so does the maxi-
mum strain,  but  the minimum strains (e",er l  l ie in planes perpendicu-
lar  to the loading plane. These planes paral le l  and perpendicular to the
direction of loading are the PRINCIPAL PLANES, and the stresses that
act  upon them are known as the PRINCIPAL STRESSES. l t  should also
be noted that there are no shearing stresses on principal planes.

It wil l now be appreciated that it is not possible just to multiply the
measured strain by the Modulus E to obtain the maximum stress.  Addi-
t ional  data on the direct ion of  loading ( locat ion of  the pr incipal  p lanes)
wi l l  be necessary,  especial ly where loads are appl ied in more than one
plane

The problem can be simpl i f ied by div id ing the informat ion into var ious
components that can be resolved into the three perpendicular axes. The
strain in each axis can be considered to be composed of the primary
strain due to the loading, and the strain produced by the Poisson Effect.
For the example shown in Fig 2.2,  the components can be wri t ten as
follows:

Simi lar  equat ions can be wri t ten for  loads appl ied in the y and z
axes. l f  now the loads are appl ied s imultaneously in the three axes, the
strain in any direct ion can be found by adding the components algebrai-
cal ly:

6x ox 6y Fox
- -_ ax:-

xEyE

":+-+-+
' - lY 

-l1o' -Uo'
EEE

, -  :  oz 
- l lo |  - !o '

EEE

Convert ing these equat ions into a form
the point  that  the stress in any plane is a
other planes:

dz uo
: _ '1:er:_ 

E 
Q.1l

o, : Eq1' trto yl lro,

oy : Eer*' po r-f lto,

or:  Et7* 1to y1 l to,

12:21

that  y ie lds stress,  i l lustrates
function of the stress in the

14
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so that even when the location of the principal planes is known, meas-
urements must be made in each of  the axes.

The pract ical  l imi tat ions of  strain gauge measurement provide the
means of  s impl i fy ing the expressions in equat ions 2:3,  as normal ly
strain gauges are cemented to the surface of the part being tested (one
exception is when gauges are used for measurements on concrete).
Stress at a surface cannot act perpendicular to the surface plane so ef-
fect ively the gauge is measur ing a two dimensional  strain system. Al l
the terms for one of the axes (for example z) can be eliminated so that
the equations for principal stress can be rewritten as follows:

F
o, :  zu2(tr*  ptr)

t -F

E
oy :  - ,  

-2 
(Ey+ l t  x)

t  - t t

(2:41

Often the directions of the principal stresses are not known in the
practical measurement situation, so it is advantaoeous to have expres-
sions for pr incipal  strains that  refer to arbi t rar i ly  posi t ioned axes as
shown in equat ion 2:5

€o : txcos2a * t, sin2 a* Brysin a cosa (2:5)

The equat ion def ines the strain ea al  a point ,  where a is the angle
that the strain makes with theX axis in arbi t rary X-Yaxes. The strain
€d can be measured by a strain gauge, and when measurements are
made at three different angles to obtain three values lor eo and a,
three equat ions can be solved simultaneously to give €x ( the strain in
direct ion X),  €y ( the strain in direct ion Y),  and Fry ( the shear ing strain
present at  the point) .  Further,  when the values obtained are subst i tuted
into equat ion 2:6,

tan2ao: l3'v (  2:6)
Ex_ ty

the angle ao that the pr incipal  p lanes make with the arbi t rary axes can
be determined. Hence, when ao is subst i tuted back into equat ion 2:5
the pr incipal  strains and shear ing strain at  the measur ing point  can be
found and subst i tuted into equat ion 2:4 to give the stresses act ing at
the point .

The derivation of equations 2:5 and 2:6 is shown in Appendix 1 . Ap-
pendix 2 contains worked examples to i l lustrate how the principal

15



stresses and strains can be calculated from actual gauge measure-

ments, and also demonstrates how Mohr's Strain Circle can also be

used to f ind these values.

The calculat ion processes detai led in Appendix 2 are suf f ic ient ly tedi-

ous, especial ly where many measur ing points have to be evaluated, for

various researchers to have devised ways to try and simpli fy them One

common method uses computers for  h igh speed data reduct ion (some-

t imes in real- t ime),  th is is part icular ly ef fect ive on mult i -channel  mea-

sur ing systems. Where fewer measurements have to be evaluated, or

when t ime is of  lesser importance, special  nomographs have been em-
ployed with considerable success.

Nomographs have been devised for several groupings of strain
gauges, and for var ious test  sample mater ia ls.  Common types of  nomo-
graph are avai lable for  use with special  groups of  strain gauges that

have been arranged at  predetermined angles to each other,  a l l  on the

same backing. The strain gauge groups are known as "Rosette

Gauges",  and they wi l l  be more ful lydescr ibed in Chapter3.  The nomo-
graphs can yield the posi t ion of  the pr incipal  axes, magnitudes of  the

maximum and minimum normal strains,  magnitude of  the shear strain,

and with some types, the stresses can also be determined from the

nomograph. Many types of  nomograph are based upon the geometry of

the Mohr Strain Circ le,  but  as the steps towards a solut ion di f fer  f rom

nomograph to nomograph, they wi l l  not  be descr ibed further in th is

book.

However,  wi th the elementary theory of  stress and strain descr ibed
in th is chapter,  and with the use of  Mohr 's Strain Circ le which is de-

taj led in Appendix 2,  the engineer is able to get al l  the necessary stress
information from the measurements made by the most commonly used

strain gauge arrangements The calculat ions or construct ions are

straight forward, and the only addi t ional  informat ion required is Youngs

modulus for  the test  mater ia l ,  and i ts Poissons rat io

16



CHAPTER 3
rHE STRAIN GAUGE

As ment ioned in the introduct ion,  the electr ical  resistance strarn
gauge consists of a conductor cemented to the test object. The conduc-
tor has a very small  cross section so that the adhesive cementing i t
to the specimen is strong enough to hold i t  securely.  This al lows the
strains to be transmitted from the test object direct ly to the conductor
without relat ive sl ip between test object and conductor, or buckl ing of
the conductor under compression. The smal l  changes in the gauge
length of  the conductor that  are caused by a load appl ied to the test  ob-
ject  induce smal l  changes in the resistance of  the conductor (an ef fect
f irst described by Lord Kelvin), and these changes in gauge resistance
are detected by the measur ing instrumentat ion.  The change in gauge re-
sistance is related to the change in gauge length (strain) by the Gauge
Factor k:

,  6R ,61 6R
RltR

R = gauge resistance
dR = change in gauge resistance
| = gauge length
dl  = change in gauge length
€ = strain

(3:1 1

where

One of  the major factors that  af fect  the performance and usefulness
of any strain gauge is the mater ia l  f rom which the conductor is made
ldeal ly the conductor should have a high Gauge Factor,  so that  smal l
strains give as large changes as possible to the resistance The speci f ic
resistance of  the mater ia l  should also be high, to give the biggest possi-
ble changes in resistance when strained i .  e.  bet ter  resolut ion These
qual i t ies make the strain gauge sensi t ive to smal l  strains.

Further,  mult ip les of  a given load (strain) must give the same mult ip le
of  the resistance change. i -  e.  the Gauge Factor must be l inear,  as im-

17



pl ied by equat ion3:1,  and not vary wi th the degree of  loading. Simi-
larly, the Gauge Factor should not vary with time, then repeated appli-
cations of a given load wil l always give the same resistance change'

The conductor material must also be as insensitive to temperature
changes as possible to prevent variations in temperature from causing
apparent strains that could be as large as the actual strain due to me-
chanical loading. lt should be noted that with modern gauge materials.
it is often possible to use the temperature sensitivity of the conductor
material to compensate for the temperature sensitivid of the material
in the test object. Temperature compensation methods wil l be de-
scribed later.

Normally, the choice of a strain gauge conductor material is taken
out of the hands of the engineer who is interested in making strain
measurements. Gauges are items to be purchased ready-made, and it
is unusual (but not unknown) for them to be fabricated on the iob. The
gauge manufacturer has done the work of materials selection and treat-
ment, and supplies a range of strain gauges with guaranteed character-
istics to suit most common measuring situations. The test engineer
merely has to select the gauge characteristics that most accurately
match the particular measurement requirement.

Wire and Foil Strain Gauges

Earlier types of strain gauge were made of thin copper-nickel or chrome-
nickef alloy wire approximately O,O25 mm (O,OO1 in) in diameter. To
achieve the longest practical gauge length, which gives bigger resist-
ance changes, and at  the same t ime the minimum occupied area so
that the measurements can approximate point strain determination, the
conductor is normally folded into a grid pattern similar to that shown in
Fig.3.1.  l t  can be seen that the gr id layout st i l l  has a long gauge
length, but the transverse sensitivity has not been increased by any
great amount, however, it sti l l  exists and should be taken into account.

Fig.3.l. Typical wire strain gauge

18



Fi9.3.2. Typical foil strain gauge

Considerable savings in the weight of backing material and adhesive
are also made with th is arrangement.

More recently, the many advantages of the foil gauge have led to its
wide-spread use, but it has not completely replaced the wire gauge. In
the foil gauge the conductor is made by etching a grid pattern in a thin
metal foil only a few micrometres in thickness, made of a similar alloy
to the wire, or by cutting the grid from foil using accurate dies. These
processes allow accurate and cheap production of'almost any conceiv-
able grid pattern, including complex shapes; or very small gauges. A ty-
pical  fo i l  gauge gr id is i l lustrated in Fig.3.2.  The large tabs at  each turn
of the conductor path make the foil gauge very insensitive to strains
across the grid due to the comparatively low resistance in the tabs.
Another important feature of the tabs, is that their large surface en-
sures that l inear conditions exist over the complete active length of the
grid. End effects are minimised, and the creep problem is also greatly
reduced in this way too. End effects are i l lustrated in the greatly exag-
gerated drawing shown in Fi9.3.3,  note that  the actual  gauge length of
the grid is unaffected.

Foil gauges also have a greater ratio of surface area to cross sec-
tional area than wire gauges, which gives them greatly enhanced heat

Fi9.3.3. Diagram illustrating the end effects
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dissipat ion qual i t ies that  permit  h igher vol tage levels to be used for
gauge excitation. These have a greater effect on the measuring circuit,
and hence much improved resolving power and accuracy. The in-
creased surface area also gives a larger contact area for cementing
onto the test  object ,  thus minimising the problem of creep.

Typical  values for strain gauges in ser ies product ion that are avai l -
able "of f  the shel f"  f rom suppl iers are s imi lar  for  wire and foi l  gauges:

Gauge Factor: approximately 2. This is usually quoted individually
to two decimal places with the gauge or pack of gauges and often a
toferance, for example ! 1o/o, wil l also be given.
Resistance: standardized values, 1204, 350O, 600O, and
1 OOO O. A resistance tolerance is often quoted, for example
! O.25o/o.
Linearity: measurements are accurate within O,lVo up to 4OOOpe,
and within 1% up to lOOO0/e .
Breaking strain: 2OOO0 to 25OOOpe
Fatigue life: up to 107 strain reversals.
Temperature compensation: normally gauges are available with
automatic compensation that matches the temperature expansion
coefficient 9, of one of the three most commonly used construction
metals:

General  purpose steels wi th 0t :11 x 10-6 per"C(6,1 x 10 6 per"F)

Stainless steels wi th
Aluminium with

0t:17 x 10-6 per "C (9,5x 10-6 per 'F)
0r23x 10 6 per"C (12,8 x 70-6 per"F)

Some manufacturers also supply gauges compensated for use on tita-
nium, magnesium alloys, or plastic materials. When these are cem-
ented to the material for which the resistance/temperature characteris-
tic has been matched with the expansion coefficient, the apparent
strain due to temperature variations on normal gauges can be held
down to fess than !1,5pe/oC ( !O,8pe/oFl  over a temperature range
from -2Oo to + l5OoC (-50 to + 3OOoF).

Semiconductor Strain Gauges

In the last decade, semiconductor strain gauges have come into use
with Gauge Factors 5O or 60 times greater than for wire or foil gauges.
Semiconductor gauges consist of a strip conductor made from a single
crystal  of  s i l icon or germanium that contains an accurately adjusted
amount of impurity to give the characteristic desired.

20



semiconductor gauges are more sensitive to temperature variations,
and general ly not so rugged as wire or fo i l  gauges. They are more sui t -
able for dynamic measurements but can be used for short term mea-
surements of static strain levels. They require special handling to get
the best out of them.

Typical values for production semiconductor strain gauges are:

Gauge Factor: 10O (individually calibrated).
Resistance: 120 O.
Linearity: measurements are accurate within 1% up to lOOO/e.
Breaking strain: approximately 5OOO ge.
Fatigue life: 1Oo strain reversals.

716Q

F ig. 3. 4. Typical semiconductor gauge

At the present t ime, there is only a very l imited selection of semicon-
ductor strain gauges avai lable This together wi th their  h igher pr ice
serve to restrict them to more specialized applications where the high
Gauge Factor is an advantage, for example in the measurement of very
low strain levels The least strain that can be measured with semicon-
ductor gauges is of  the order of  0,O01/e,  whi le metal  gauges can mea-
sure only O,1 pe Some of the special  techniques required for use with
semiconductor gauges wi l l  be discussed in Chapter 10.

However, it is not really possible to think in terms of one type of gen-
eral purpose gauge, because many different factors influence the type
selected for any particular measurement application. Outside the above
ment ioned "normal"  ranges, other factors l ike backing mater ia ls,  or  the
adhesives employed l imi t  the use of  the gauge, part icular ly wi th ex-
tended temperature ranges Therefore special gauge types have been
developed with conductor characteristics. backing materials, and adhe-
sives tailor-made for more specialized applications
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Special Gauge Types

So far in th is chapter,  the only strain gauges that have been consid_
ered have been single element gauges for measur ing l inear strain.  How-
ever,  when di f ferent gr id conf igurat ions or mult i -gr id arrangements are
used, improved measurements or additional information can be ob_
tained with a minimum of extra effort

In chapter 2 it was shown that when the directiong of the principal
axes are not known, three gauges can be used to give the necessary in-
formation. However, three gauges give almost three times as much la-
bour in preparat ion and mount ing,  assuming that there is enough room
for them, and a deal  of  extra calculat ion,  especial ly when the gauges
have not been mounted at an "easy" angle from each other.

To get around these complications as mentioned earlier. strain ,,ro_

settes" are often used where two, three, or four measuring grids are
mounted on the same backing so that they can all be cemented at the
same time on to the test specimen in one easy operation. Strain ro_
settes have standard, accurately determined 45o, 60", or 9Oo angles
between the different grids to help sirnplify the calculation. charts or
calculators are often available for use with standard rosette types, so
that strain and the direction of the principal planes can either be read

Fig.3.5b Stacked grid 9Oo rosette

Fig.3.5c. Two element gOo grid

Fig.3.5a Delta rosette
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direct ly,  or  found with a very minimum of s imple ar i thmet ic.  Fig.3
shows some of the more common strain rosette arrangements.

The Delta rosette in Fig.3 5a is a very common type used to deter-
minethedirect ions of  the pr incipal  axes, and the pr incipal  strains act ing
on them A rosette for  s imi lar  appl icat ions is shown in Fig.3.5b, but in
this case the gauge grids have been stacked in a sandwich arrange-
ment to save space, and to give a closer approximation to a point strain
measurement when this type of rosette is used with higher excitation
voltages, heat dissipation can be a problem because of the close proxim-
ity of the grids to each other.

The two element gauge shown in Fig.3.5c has i ts gr ids arranged at
9Oo to each other.  This arrangement can be used to augment the mea-
sured change in resistance, i .  e.  g ive a larger Gauge Factor,  when the
two grids are connected into adjacent arms of a measuring bridge in
the way shown in Fi9.6.4.  Gauge Factors approximately 1,3 t imes the
normal value can be obtained with th is arrangement.

Fig.3.5d shows a two gauge rosette wi th the gr ids arranged in a her-
r ingbone pattern.  This type of  gauge, and simi lar  arrangements incorpo-
rating four grids at 90o to each other are frequently employed for mea-
sur ing tors ional  strains on axles and shafts.

Another type of sandwich construction is that used in the "Flexa-
gage" manufactured by the Budd Company. This gauge is employed to
measure bending strains on plates and panels where one surface is in-
accessible. The two measuring grids are mounted, one on each surface
of a thick backing piece with an accurately known thickness of material
between them. When the assembly is cemented to the test panel one
gauge is in contact with the panel surface and measures the surface
strain.  From the measurement obtained by the other gr id,  i t  is  possible

Lin@r St.ain -

M€sred Strain 1

Measured Stain 2

Bending Strain

)

Proicted Strain on
Inner Surface

Lin@r Strain

7@11

Fi9.3.6. Principle of the Flexagage
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to deduce the position of the neutral axis, the amount of bending, and
the l inear strain present.  Fig.3.6 i l lustrates the or inciple.

A simple geometry gives the position of the neutral axis, while the dif-
ference between the strains projected onto the two surfaces of the
panel is a measure of the l inear strain present. The algebraic average
of the projected surface strains gives the bending strain at the panel
surface.

The gauges i l lustrated in Fig.3.7 are used to measui-e tangent ia l ,  ra-
dial .  or  combined strains on thin membranes and diaphragms. Gauges
of these types are avai lable wi th diameters less than 5 mm (O,2 in) .

Fig.3.7a. Gauge for measuring
tangential strain

Fig.3 7b. Gauge for measuring

radial strain

7fl$l

Fig 3.7c Gauge for measuring radial and/or tangential strain

Fig 3 7. Diaphragm strain gauges

Stress Gauges

The stress gauges shown in Fig.3 8 can be calibrated to give read-
ings directly in stress. They make use of the relationship demonstrated
in Equation 2:4 that the stress in the measured direction is dependent
upon the strain in that  d i rect ion,  and also upon the transverse strain.
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3.8a

3.8b

Fig.3.8. Typical stress gauge configurationc

The gauge shown in Fig.3.8a has two gr idswith conductor lengths in
the ratio of 1 '. p (Poissons ratio). The longer grid must be mounted with
fi laments parallel to the direction of the required stress measurement'
When foaded, the two grids in series give the er + Uev term in the
equation, so that the change in gauge resistance is proportional to
stress. The other gauge in the figure uses a slightly different arrange-
ment to achieve the same effect. When the central axis of the gauge is
priented in the direction of the desired measurement, the proportion of
the gauge conductor in the direction of measurement and at right
angles to i t  are in the rat io 1 :g,  so again the ex + Uey term is given.

Gauges for Other Applications

Parameters other than stress or strain can be measured using strain
gauge measuring instrumentation and suitable gauges. The examples
shown in Fig.3.9 are fa i r ly  typical  of  non-strain measur ing gauges. The

3. 9a. Crack propagation
gauge

3. 9b. Crack propagation
gauge

7ffi

3.9c. Temperature
sensor

Fig.3.9. Gauges for non-strain measurement applications
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crack propagation gauges change in resistance as the growing crack
progressively breaks the gauge conductors. Alternatively when a suit-
able gauge material is used that has a high sensitivity to temperature
and very low sensitivity to strain, the resultant gauge makes an excel-
lent temperature sensor Typical sensors of the type i l lustrated have a
useful temperature range from -8Oo to + 3OOoC (-1O0o to + 6OOoF).

The Strain Gauge as a Transducer

Resistance strain gauges are also used as the active element in
several transducer applications, and the following short section briefly
sketches some of the more typical examples. The significance of the
bridge connection diagrams wil l be explained more fully in subsequent
chapters on "The Measur ing Circui t"  and "The Pract ical  Measur ing Sys-
tem".

Fig.3.lO. Arrangement and connection of gauges in a load transducer

The Load Transducer shown here makes use of four strain gauges
cemented on the inside of the cylinder (for protection). The gauges are
connected together to make use of Poissons ratio to increase the effec-
tive gauge factor, so that the bridge sensitivity wil l be approximately
2,6 times the sensitivity of an individual gauge. (see also Fig.6.7!.

Under the action of a tensile load, the curvature of the Ring in
Fig.3.11 is " f lat tened" so that the inner gauges exper ience tension
while the outer gauges are in compression. The bridge sensitivity with
this arrangement wil l be four times that of a single gauge, (see also
Fis.6.8).
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Fig.3.l l. Ring Dynamometer for measuring tensile loads

The Pressure Transducer shown in Fi9.3.12 has four strain gauges
mounted on a th in c i rcular diaphragm that bends under the act ion of
pressure. The gauges at the edge of the diaphragm in a comparatively
unstressed area give automatic temperature compensation as described
in Chapter 6. while the gauges at the centre of the diaphragm are bent
to give an output that is directly proportional to pressure.

Fig.3.l2. Diaphragm transducer for measuring pressure

The output from the strain gauges on the feeler arm shown in
Fig.3.13 wil l be directly proportional to bending' which is proportional

to displacement. The two gauges give automatic compensation tor tem-
perature changes at the gauges. They wil l have a combined sensitivity
that is two times that of a single gauge.
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Fig.3.l3. Displacement Transducer for measuring liquid level

Backing Materials

Strain gauge backing mater ia ls have two main funct ions,  they protect
the gauge gr id f rom damage dur ing handl ing and mount ing,  and they
transmit  the strain f rom the test  object  to the gauge conductor.

The backing must have comparat ively low st i f fness so that i t  can fol-
low strain changes in the test  specimen without i tsel f  af fect ing them
(by damping for example).  On the other hand, i t  must be st i f f  enough to
support the gauge conductor and not deform to give a distorted or irreg-
ular change in length. Simply stated, the backing must be stiff com-
pared with the conductor,  but  f lexible compared with the test  mater ia l .
As wi l l  be seen, th is is not too di f f icul t  a requirement to meet,  and
several different types of backing material are in common use

Paper backings are of ten employed with wire strain gauges. Paper
has the twin advantages of  being readi ly obtainable and easi ly worked,
whi le i ts st i f fness is adequate to support  the gauge dur ing handl ing.
When proper ly appl ied wi th a th ick layer of  n i t ro-cel lu lose cement that
completely penetrates al l  the pores in the paper,  the backing is qui te
strong enough to transmit strains from the measuring object to the
gauge conductor.  This combinat ion of  cement and paper typical ly wi l l
only suffer a breakdown of adhesion at room temperature with strains
greater than lOOOOOpe, which is wel l  above the l imi t  of  most conduc-
tor mater ia ls.  This backing has a useful  temperature range up to TOoC
(1sOoF) for  stat ic strain measurements.  Higher temperatures can be tol-
erated for short periods - up to a few hours, or for measuring dynamic
strar n
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Epoxy plast ics are also used frequent ly as backing mater ia ls for  many
types of  strain gauge, part icular ly for  fo i l  gauges. Epoxy plast ic can op-
erate successful ly at  s l ight ly higher temperatures than paper,  and i t
has a strain l imit in excess of most conductor materials.

Appl icat ions for  h igher temperatures,  up to about 2OOoC (4OOoFl,
can be sat isf ied by using phenol ic resin (bakel i te) ,  or  temperature cured
epoxy plast ic as a backing mater ia l  Bakel i te backed strain gauges are
also part icular ly recommended for their  long term stabi l i ty  and resist-
ance to creep The higher temperature capabi l i t ies made possible by
these backing materials mean that a careful choice of cement wil l be re-
quired. The propert ies of  var ious cements and adhesives are descr ibed
in the next chapter

Stainless steel is also used as a carrier for gauges intended for opera-
tion at very high temperatures, up to 4OO"C (7sO"F). The conductor
gr id is bonded to the metal  backing dur ing manufacture,  so that the di f -
f icuft cfamping and heat curing processes are carried out under accu-
rately control led condi t ions Later the whole gauge assembly is s imply
mounted on the test  specimen by spot welding.

For appl icat ions above 4O0oC, high temperature unbacked or str ip-
pable gauges are employed. These can be used typically up to tempera-
tures of  9OOoC (1650oF) The unbacked conductor is cemented to the
test  specimen using a high temperature ceramic cement.  l t  should be
noted that special ized instal lat ion and cur ing techniques are required.
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CHAPTER 4

STRAIN GAUGE ADHESIVES AND
SEALING METHODS

Adhesives

As with the backing mater ia l ,  the major requirement for  a strain

gauge adhesive is suf f ic ient  e last ic i ty to fo l low the dimensional

changes in the test  object  wi thout sacr i f ic ing accuracy in the t ransfer of

strain to the gauge conductor.  When select ing a sui table adhesive for

cement ing the strain gauge to the test  object ,  several  important factors

have to be considered, as not al l  adhesives are usable for al l  gauges or

for al l  measurement condit ions. some adhesives give a chemical bond,

others make a mechanical connection, and st i l l  others a combination of

the two.

Probably the most important factor to be considered wi l l  be compat i -

b i l i ty  wi th the gauge backing mater ia l  and with the test  object  mater ia l

The cement must not damage ei ther mater ia l ,  but  make a sound and

last ing bond with them. l t  should have good long term stabi l i ty  and not

decompose or fa l l  apart  af ter  a short  t ime. Further,  the cement should

not be subject to appreciable creep during the l i fet ime of the test Re-

sistance to decomposi t ion and creep must be maintained throughout

the ant ic ipated temperature range of  the test ,  and be maintained up to

the maximum strain level expected Some tests demand stabi l i ty up to

very high temperatures and at  h igh strain levels,  and these require-

ments must be satisf ied bY the cement

The cement should be a good electr ical  insulator el iminat ing the pos-

sibi l i ty  of  current leakage through the test  specimen that could give r ise

to erroneous balance condi t ions.  This is part icular ly important where

str ipped strain gauges are employed, especial ly i f  i t  is  borne in mind that

the resistance dif ferences being measured can be of the order of thou-

sandths of an ohm After cementing the gauge in place, i t  is important

that the insulat ion is checked using a good qual i ty ohmmeter

Some adhesives need special  care and treatment dur ing storage,
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strain gauge mount ing,  and cur ing.  Some cements have to be stored at
low temperatures to yield the best storage l i fe and avoid wastage.
Others need special curing processes, high temperatures for periods of
several hours which the test object may not be able to tolerate. Ce-
ments based on refractory oxides require special  equipment to handle
the molten spray Yet other cements present something of a health ha-
zard as they release toxic fumes dur ing cure,  or  require special  precau-
t ions during handling to prevent harmful contact with the skin that
causes inf lamat ion.

Resistance to humidi ty is another very important qual i ty for  a strain
gauge cement to possess Some adhesives and carr ier  mater ia ls are far
more responsive to changes in atmospher ic humidi ty,  and exhibi t
changes in insulat ion resistance that can give r ise to zero dr i f t  and di f f i -
cul t ies in balancing. Longer term, or outdoor strain gauge instal lat ions
wi l l  require some form of moisture protect ion.

The chart  shows the major types of  adhesive used for mount ing
strain gauges, and l ists some representative exdmples of manufactur-
ers,  together wi th the more important character ist ics that  inf luence se-
lect ion of the most suitable cement tor any part icular measurement as-
srgnment.

A "Model" method for cementing the gauge

When cement ing the gauges in place, c leanl iness is of  the utmost tm-
portance The surface of  the test  specimen must be smooth enough for
the cement type selected to adhere proper ly,  and should also be free
from rust ,  scale,  paint ,  etc ,  that  could interfere wi th the quat i ty of  the
bond. Where necessary the surface can be machined to give a sui table
f in ish,  or  g lass paper and emery c loth can be used. Sometimes i t  may
even be necessary to roughen a highly pol ished surface to ensure a sa-
t isfactory joint.

The prepared surface must be washed down thoroughly to remove
metal or dirt  part icles and grease. Trichlorethylene, methyl-ethyl-ke_
tone, or carbon tetrachloride are suitable cleaning f luids for this pur-
pose Vent i lat ion precaut ions should be observed. Several  washes wi l l
be necessary to achieve the necessary degree of  c leanl iness,  and i t  rs a
good pol icy to keep washing with c lean paper towels or l int  f ree c loths
unt i l  the wiping cloth no longer picks up dir t
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Cementing should take place immediately after the test surface has
been cleaned, to prevent the collection of dust particles, or the forma-
tion of an oxide layer. The backing of the gauge should also be de-
greased immediately prior to cementing. Mark the position that the
gauge is to occupy so that it can be accurately located while cement-
ing, or lay the gauge in place and tape the supply leads so that it can
be raised up for cementing without losing its location. lt is often a good

idea to tape a small piece of polythene foil so that it can cover and pro-

tect the gauge, but can also be hinged up.

When an adhesive is being used that requires mixing, it should be
ready mixed and pre-cu,ring - following the makers instructions - so
that it can be applied immediately the gauge and surface are ready. Ap-
ply a thin layer of cement to the back of the gauge, or to the test speci-
men, and lay the gauge in place ensur ing that i t  l ies in the correct  posi-

tion and orientation. Press it down gently with a thumb to ensure that
there are no air bubbles trapped between the specimen and the back-
ing.  Apply pressure and temperature dur ing the cur ing per iod as re-
quired for the particular adhesive selected. lf terininal tabs are to be

cemented in place, th is can also be done before cur ing.

After the cement has cured, the strain gauge leads can be soldered
to the terminals. Whenever possible the gauge resistance should be
checked for changes caused by damage during mounting' lf i t is found

to be markedly different from the rated value, a new gauge wil l have to
be cemented in its place. The gauge insulation from the test piece

should also be checked using a megohmmeter that employs a low exci-

tat ion vol tage. Use of  a high vol tage can damage the gauge wire and
possibly cause overheating and breakdown of the adhesive or backing'

50 to 100 megohms of insulation is considered to be adequate to en-
sure stable operation of the gauge.

The widely used method of running a finger tip over the mounted
gauge to check whether it is f irmly bonded is a useful test, provided the

results are treated with caution. Any movement of the gauge, caused
by faulty bonding should show up as a violent change in the indicated
strain level on the measuring instrument.

lf these tests of the gauge give a satisfactory result, the whole gauge

arrangement can be given a water-proofing treatment if this is neces-

sary for the particular test environment, or test program duration.
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Seal ing Methods

In the short  term, i t  is  permissible to use unprotected gauges under
condi t ions of  c leanl iness and very low humidi ty.  Indoor appl icat ions in
the test or research laboratory can employ unprotected gauges for perr-
ods up to a few days without exper iencing insulat ion changes or zero
drift due to the penetration of moisture. However, any strain gauge in-
stallation that is intended for use over extended periods of t ime must
have some form of protection to exclude moisture. Outdoor applications
will require particularly stringent measures to counterdbt the effects of
the weather.  Var ious methods have been successful ly used, varyrng
from complete encapsulat ion in epoxy or phenol ic compounds, to mult i -
layer rubber and metal  sandwich with a l iberal  use of  seal ing com-
pounds

Fig.4.1,  shows one typical  method recommended by several  strain
gauge suppl iers whereby the whole gauge, and a short  sect ion of  the
supply leads are completely covered by a mastic compound. Most
gauge manufacturers are able to supply a seal ing k i t  for  use with their
gauges to protect them in this way

Hard protrctive cove.ing
(Thiokol or nitrile rubber) Tight sal around @ble

Mastic $aling compound
(Bitumast ic or mineral  waxl

(Synthet ic varnish)

Fig.4.l. Typical strain gauge protection for longer term applications

The arrangement shown in Fig.4.2 is recommended for real ly long
term strain gauge instal lat ions and gives excel lent  protect ion against  se-
vere environments. The hard, metal or plastic cover gives protection
against  mechanical  damage and also acts as a f i rst  stage barr ier
against the ingress of moisture lf a metal cover is used it should be
made from as thin a sheet as possible to minimise its effect on the
strain measured by the gauge. A small amount of sil ica gel ensures
that any air that is trapped wil l be as dry as possible.
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Ha.d cover
{mtal or polv@rbonate} Sealed in @ble tub€

Mastic s6ling compound 'ws

Fig.4,2.straingaugeprotect ionfor longterminsta| lat ionsinsevereen-
vironments
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CHAPTER 5
SELECTION OF THE CORRECT

STRA!N GAUGE

After discussing the merits and otherwise of strain g"rg"r, backing
materials and adhesives in the preceding chapters, the following sec-
tion is a quick, common sense guide to the selection of the correct
gauge for any part icular appl icat ion.

As the individual measuring problem will have a great influence on
the actual gauge type and configuration chosen, the following points
should be considered:

1 . Straight forward l inear strain distributions where the directions of
the principal planes are known can be measured by the classic
single element gauge.

2. Where some augmentation of the Gauge Factor is desirable, a dou-
ble gr id gauge, such as that shown in Fig.3.5c may be employed, or
two separate gauges.

3. lf the strain distribution is more complex, one of the various types of
strain rosette may be more useful or more convenient.

4. The size of the gauge must be suitable for the test object. lf high
strain gradients are expected use the smallest possible gauge, When
it is necessary to employ higher voltages for gauge excitation, a
larger gauge grid may be required to dissipate the extra heat.
5OOmW per square centimetre (5W per in2) is a fair approximation
for the maximum amount of,power that a typical foil gauge can han-
dle when mounted on a metal test piece. This is the equivalent of
1V on a 12OO gauge that occupies O,17cm2 (O,O25in2|  of  area,
but it should be remembered that a wire gauge may be able to take
only a quarter of this heating value.

5. The gauge, backing material, and cement chosen must be able to op-
erate at the temperatures and strain levels anticipated. Where these
levels are not known suitable safety factors should be applied.
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6. The gauge, backing material, and cement should have a long enough
fatigue life to survive the test program without premature break-
downs.

7. The backing material and cement must be chemically compatible
with the test object material. and not produce unwanted side-
effects.

8. The temperature expansion coefficient of the gauge should suit the
material to which it is going to be attached. This item is rather less
important when dummy gauges or full bridge connections are used
for temperature compensation as described in Chapter 6.

9. Finally as this is a common sense guide, use the least expensive
gauge that satisfies the conditions l isted above.

Strain gauges and strain gauge transducers can be obtained from the
sources l isted in the following Table.
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Strain Gauge Suppliers

Supplier
General
Purpose
Gauges

5emr-
conductor
Gauqes

Tra ns-
ducers

Spec|al
Purpose
Gauges

Ai l tech. USA
Concrete,
Hiqh temp

Akers Electronics, Norwav

Baldwin Lima Hamilron, USA x X x
High extension
Hrqh lemp

Wil l iam T Bean Inc ,  USA High extension

Bel l  & Howel l .  USA x

Budd Company, USA High temp

Dentronics Inc . USA x Hrgh temp

EIhET Ltd ,  UK x x

Frischen Electronic,
German Fed Rep

x

Fri tz Hel l ige & Co ,
German Fed BeD

x High iemp

Gauge Technique, UK x x

Hottanger Baldwin MeBtechnik,
German Fed Reo

x x x
High extension
Hiqh temo

Hitec Corp ,  USA X High temp

Kul i te Semiconductor Products

USA
x x

Kyowa. Japan x

Herbert Lembcke, Sweden X

Magnaf lux,  USA x High extension

Micro Gauge lnc ,  USA x

Micro Measurements,  USA x x
High extensron
High temp

Peekel .  Hol land High extension

Phi l ips,  Hol land x x

Proud. Czechoslovakia x

Showa, Japan x

Strainstal l ,  UK
Concrete
Hioh temp

Statham Inslruments Inc .  USA x

Technograph, UK x x

Transducers {CEL) Ltd.. UK x x

Vibro Meter Coro .  Switzer land x x High temp

Vishay Intertechnology, USA x x
High extension
Hiqh temp

Welwvn Electr ic.  UK x x
High extension
Hiqh temo,

Whittake(, USA x x
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CHAPTER 6
THE MEASURING CIRCUIT

As ment ioned in Chapter 1,  the extremely smal l  changes of  the order

of  thousandths of  an ohm, that  occur in the gauge resi tance ( typical ly

120O to 2O0OO) due to var iat ions in the appl ied strain can be mea-

sured by the Wheatstone br idge. The br idge is shown in Fig.6 1,  where

the resistance shown in each of  the four br idge arms could represent a

strain gauge. The measuring indicator can be a galvanometer. or the

signal can be led to the input terminals of a measuring ampli f ier - as
in the B & K Strain Indicator Type 1526.

Fig.6. l  The Wheatstone Bridge

The numbering convent ion used here is the same as that adopted for

the Type 1 526 Instruct ion Book

The symbols used in this section are as fol lows:

B = resisrance (Q)

dR = change in resistance (O)

i  = current (amp)

V = voltage (volt)

E = excitat ion voltage (volt)

First  consider the ideal  case where the resistance in each arm is ident i -

cal,  i .  e. the bridge is "balanced" so there is no potential dif ference
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across the indicator. Hence the voltage drop across R ro must be equal
to the voltage drop across R23, and a definite relationship must exist be-
tween the resistances and their positions in the bridge arms.

As

and

then

and

div id ing 6:1 by 6:2

Vzq: izq., Rzq: Vzs: izi ;  Rzs

Vtt:  izar R'rq: V1.; ' :  izs.,  Rrs

iro, Rro: izy Rzg

i"o, Rro: izs, R.ts

iro., Rro _ iril Rn

i"o, Rro ir",  R.,,

Rro - Rrt

R'o Rts

(6:1)

(  6:2)

(  6:3)

This is a very important relat ionship which indicates that any change
in the resistances on one side of  the br idge can be balanced by adjust-
ments to the resistance values on the other s ide of  the br idge As wi l l
be shown later,  th is is the basis for  one of  the methods used for tem-
perature compensat ion Further,  i t  indicates the possibi l i ty  of  increase-
ing the ef fect ive gauge factor when sdveral  gauges are used in the
br idge arms

Solving for one br idge resistor ( for  example R2a ) ,

Equat ion 6:4 indicates that when the value of  R1a is known accu-
rately,  and the rat io of  the two resistances on the other s ide of  the
br idge is also known accurately,  the value of  the unknown R24 can be
determined with the same degree of  accuracy

Taking the example a stage further,  i f  the unknown resistance R24
was a strain gauge on a test  p iece, the br idge could be balanced accu-
rately before loading, the loading could be applied to the specimen, and
then the br idge could be balanced again by adjust ing the rat io of  the
two resistors Rn /R13 l f  the change in th is rat io is known, then the
difference in strain gauge resistance between the two loading condi-
t ions can be determined. This di f ference wi l l  be due to the strain
caused by the appl ied load, and the strain can be calculated from,

^r^:+?

strain:  #:+"1

(6:4)
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6.2a 6.2b 6.2c

Fig 6 2 Methods of balancing the Wheatstone Bridge

The rat io of  the two resistors can be changed by an accurately deter-

mined amount when one or more of  the br idge arms contains a cal i -

brated potent iometer Fig.6 2 shows some of the typical  arrangements

that are used in commercial  instruments A var iat ion of  the arrange-

ment shown in Fig 6 2c is used in the B & K Type 1 526 to give a conve-

nient method of  balancing the br idge.

As shown in equat ion 3:1 above, the resistance change is direct ly pro-

port ional  to the strain,  so the var iable resistor contr .o l  can easi ly be cal i -

brated to read strain,  thereby el iminat ing some tedious ar i thmat ic An

even more convenient arrangement is achieved when the indicator i t-

sel f  is  cal ibrated direct lv in strain values. l f  the br idge is balanced at

the start  of  each test ,  the strain level  can be read from the meter wi th-

out the need for re-balancing the br idge for each load condi t ion This ar-

rangement works very wel l  wi th smal l  strain levels,  but  at  h igher levels

as the bridge goes further out of balance the galvanometer begins to

load the br idge introducing distort ion

When the indicat ing instrument is a measur ing ampl i f ier ,  the loading

effect  can be keot to a minimum because modern ampl i f iers can be

buil t  to work with very low input levels. l f  a digital voltrneter is used as

the display i t  wi l l  be just  as easy and economical  to obtain f ine resolu-

t ion in vol tage measurement as i t  would be in resistance Furthermore,

the gain can be adjusted to suit  the dif ferent gauge factors encountered

when gauges of  var ious mater ia ls are used, thus preserving the direct

reading feature

The O.uarter Bridge

What ef fect  wi l l  a resistance change due to strain have on the vol-

tage measured by the indicator? Referr ing once again to the br idge

shown in Fig 6 1,  let  a change in resistance be introduced into one of
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the arms to unbalance the br idge, so that R24 becomes R + dR, whi le
the other resistances remain unchanged (= R).  This is equivalent to the
si tuat ion where only one (act ive) gauge is being subjected to strain,
whi le the other resistances (known as dummies) can be ei ther inact ive
gauges, or just  resistors,  th is arrangement is the "Ouarter Br idge".

ir^,: a^?n'r:ET#T"
E

2R+6R

V2a: i2a1 R2a

tr: 
ZdTn 

(R + 6R)

ER + E6R- 
2R + 6R (6:5)

whife i rrr : -J-- : i
F23 + R13 2R

V4: i2s1R2s :#

(  6:6)
E
2

So the vol tage in the measur ing l ink,

v:v4-v2a:+-+l j4
z zR+6R

- 2ER + E6R-2ER-2E6R
4R + 26R

E6R: + 
4FJ?6F-

For very smal l  values of  dR,

4R + 26R +4ft  , .

F AF],
So that V: + -y l ' t  (6:7)

4B

Subst i tut ing the values from equat ion 3:  1 ,  and rearranging,

, :  y (strain)
Ek (6:8)
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This is a very important relat ionship showing that there is a direct
connect ion between the appl ied strain and the vol tage in the measur ing
l ink.  l f  the exci tat ion vol tage and the gauge factor are known, i t  is  only
necessary to measure the out-of-balance voltage to obtain the strain
level.

The strain given by equat ion 6:8 could have been produced equal ly
easi ly by mechanical loading, or by the effects of a temperature change
if the strain gauge had not been matched to the expansion coeff icient
of the test specimen material l t  could also have been caused by a com-
binat ion of  load and temperature changes, but there is no simple way
of te l l ing which Fortunately the Wheatstone br idge pr inciple al lows for
the insert ion of a compensation resistor into one of the bridge arms.
This resistor has a temperature character ist ic calculated to compensate
for the resistance change in the act ive gauge due to a temperature var-
ralron.

The simplest and most commonly employed method to obtain a comp-
ensat ion resistor wi th the desired character ist ic;  is  to use a strain
gauge with ident ical  speci f icat ion to the act ive gauge This compensa-
t ion gauge is mounted on an unstressed part  of  the test  specimen, or

on a separate piece of the same material placed close to the test piece

so that i t  experiences the same temperature changes without the strain
changes. The compensat ion gauge must be connected into one of  the
br idge arms adjacent to the act ive gauge arm, (posi t ions R14 or R23 in
Fig.6.1) Many measur ing arrangements use cal ibrated resistors in po-

si t ions R23 and Ri3,  so the compensat ion resistor is most conveni-
ent ly posi t ioned at  R14

Referr ing again to Fig 61, let  R24 and R14 both increase by an

amount dR1 due to a temperature change.

.EE
R24+ R14 2(R + 6R)

V2a: i2o', R2a

E:Z@it;nT (R + dF1)
E
2

and asV23 is unchanged V:V4-V2a

(  6:9)

:0 (6:10)EE-z-T
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So the bridge is sti l l  balanced, and the temperature effect is compen-
sated. lf the active strain gauge had been subjected to a strain and a
temperature change, while the compensation gauge was only subjected
to a temperature change, the temperature effects would have been can-
celled out. Only the strain component would have appeared as a volt-
age in the measuring l ink, which is i l lustrated as follows.

Let R24 increase by an amount dRt due to a temperature change
and an amount dR due to an appl ied load, whi le R14 increases by dRr
only,  due to the temperature change

EE
,241 :-=- :  -

n2a*R1a F+dFr+dR+R+dFl
E

2R+26R1+6R

V2a: l2a1 R2a

F:zFjz la=m(R+6P"+6R)
ER+E6R1+EdF=-2R 

+ 28fr, + 6R (6:1 1)
F

From 6:6 Vu:7

And V: Vzg-Vzq

_ E _ER+E6fu+EdF
2 2R+2dF1+dF

_2ER + 2E6Rt + E6R -2ER -2E6fu -2E6R
4R+46R,+26R

Ed,B
4F+46Ft+26R

For very small  values of dR 1 and of dR

4R+46R,+26R+4R

so that n: t'::

The temperature components have cancelled each other out, and

only the strain component due to loading remains, i .  e. this is
equat ion 6:7 again.
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The Half Bridge

Up unt i l  th is point ,  only a br idge with one act ive gauge has been con-
sidered. However equat ion6:3 indicated the possibi l i ty  that  i f  more
gauges are posi t ioned on the test  specimen in such a way that their  re-
sistances change under the action of an applied load, and these gauges
are then connected into the measuring bridge, several advantages can
be achieved. Small strain levels wil l be detected more easily because
the additional active gauges wil l give a greater out-of-balance signal
when the bridge is loaded, temperature influences can be cancelled out
as shown in the preceding example, and in many arrangements greater
measur ing accuracy wi l l  a lso be obtained The fol lowing examples i l lus-
trate some of the possibil i t ies.

Fi9.6.3. Test specimen in simple bending with Half Bridge connection

Fig.6.3 shows a test  specimen with appl ied loading that puts one sur-
face into compression whi le the other surface is in a numerical ly equal
tension. When the connect ions in the br idge are as shown in the dia-
gram (known as "Hal f  Br idge",  R2a wi l l  increase to R + dR under the
act ion of  the bending whi le R14 wi l l  decrease to R -  dR i f  ident ical
strain gauges are used

E
1241 -

R24+ R14
E

V2a: i2a1 R2a

ER+ E6R-n

F+dR+F-dR 2R
E

: f i  n*ant
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Unchanged from 6:6

so
EF+EdR

ER-ER-EdF

Vzg:

2R

E
2
E
2

v:

2R
E6R- +_-2R (6:1 2)

When this resul t  is  compared with equat ion 6:7 i t  wi l l  be seen that
the br idge sensi t iv i ty has been doubled.

Provided the test specimen has its neutral plane at the centre of the
test strip, the bending stresses can be calculated from the surface
strains found by th is measur ing method.

Fig.6.4.Stress distribution on a test strip in ,,^o,Jt"ro,rn

lf in addition to the pure bending, the specimen had also been sub-
jected to a tensile force, both gauges would also have been stretched
by the same amount,  in addi t ion to the changes caused by the bending.
The stress distr ibut ion for  th is s i tuat ion is shown in Fi9.6.5.

As the two active strain gauges are connected in adiacent arms of
the measur ing br idge, the ef fect  of  the tension load wi l l  be cancel led
out,  leaving just  the bending components to be measured.

7tu375

Fig.6 5 Stress distribution on a test strip in combined bending and ten-
slon
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Furthermore, i f  st ra in gauges without temperature compensat ion,  or
gauges with poorly matched compensation had been used, an apparent
strain wil l be detected by both gauges it the temperature varies. Again,
as the gauges have identical temperature characteristics, and are con-
nected in adjacent arms of the bridge, the temperature effects wil l can-
cel each other out.

The arrangement is automatically made independent of temperature
variations, the only condition being that the two gauges really must be
experiencing the same temperature, Note that with large specimens. or
where temperatures vary great ly,  th is condi t ion might not be met,  and
self-compensating gauges must be used.

Fig.6.6 shows another test  specimen with a tensi le load appl ied.
When the gauge connections are as indicated,R24 increases to R + dR,
whi le R1a decreases to R -  0,3dR, because the test  mater ia l  in th is
case has a Poissons Rat io of  O.3.

.4,.jor,.4

-o) $s
,Elzat :  p^1 4

E

7@6

Fi9.6.6. Specimen in pure tension with Half Bridge connection

Again

And

2R + 0,76R
V2a: i2a1 R2a

F=:= -  :  (R+6R)
2R+0,76R ' ,"  '

-  ER+EdR
2R+0,76R
FV"":7
tr

V=i-  -
2

R+dR+R-0,3dR
E

ER+ E6R
2R+0.76R
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2ER+ O,7E6R -2ER -2E6R
4R+1,46R

1,3E68
- 4R+1,46R

And for very smal l  values of  6R

so that

4R+ 1,46R + 4R

..  .  1 .3E6R
4R

(6:13)

Again,  comparing the resul t  wi th equat ion 6:7,  the br idge sensi t iv i ty
wi l l  be seen to be 1,3 t imes the sensi t iv i ty for  a s ingle act ive gauge.
The main use for th is type of  connect ion (other than the minor in-
crease in sensitivity it affords) is to obtain automatic temperature
compensation. lt wil l be readily understood that if temperature changes
occur during the test, both gauges wil l experience the sarne alteration
of resistance so that the temperature effects are cancelled out as in the
previous example. Note that if the compensation gauge is mounted on
a strained part of the test sample, the bridge sensitivity wil l be affected.

The Full Bridge

The foregoing examples have illustrated that it is possible to improve
the sensitivity obtainable from a single gauge. while maintaining tem-
perature compensation. by suitable connection of an extra loaded
gauge into the bridge. An even greater increase in sensitivity can be ob-
tained when all four bridge arms contain active strain gauges. In this ar-
rangement, called the "Full Bridge", balance must be obtained by some
additional resistor in the bridge that can be adjusted, for example l ike
the arrangements shown in Fig.6.2b or Fig.6.2c. When all of the active
gauges are subject to the same temperature variations, the apparent
strains due to temperature cancel out as before.

In the fo l lowing example,  a tensi le test  specimen has four ident ical
active strain gauges mounted upon it with their connections as shown
in Fi9.6.7.  l f  the Poissons Rat io of  the test  mater ia l  is  O,3 again,  the fo l -
lowing changes in gauge resistance wil l occur under the action of the
appl ied load,

R24 increases to R + 6R
R13 increases to R + dR
R14 decreases to R -  O,36R
R23 decreases to R -  O,36R
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Fi9.6.7. Specimen in tension with Fuil Bridge connection

t241 -
R24+ R14

F+ dF+R -0,36R
E:2R+0,?6R

V2a: i2a1 R2a

tr:-=:---:- (R+6R)
2R+0,76R ' ,
ER+ E6R

- 2R+0,?6R

When the ful l  br idge is used V23 is st i l l  the product of  i231 and
R23 ,  but  the resul t  is  no longer E/2 as th is s ide of  the br idge now con-
tains act ive gauges.

,Etrtr: 
Rr"+ Ru

E

E

R - 0,36R+ F+ dF

E
2R+0,?6R

V123: i2y R2s

F

ZFnm 8-o'3bR)

- ER - O,3E6R
2R+0,76R

And V: V2s-V2a
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ER -O,3E6R ER+ E6R
2R+0,76R 2R+0,76R

ER -O,3E6R - ER - E6R
2R+0,76R

1,3bR- -  2R+0,76R

For very smal l  values of dR,

2R+0,76R + 2R

sothat y-a1'3QR-2R (6;14)

l f  th is resul t  is  compared with equat ion 6:7 again,  i t  wi l l  be seen that
the ful l  br idge connection on a tensi le (or compressive) specimen has
had the effect of making the bridge sensit ivi ty 2,6 t imes the sensit ivi ty
of  a s ingle act ive gauge.

Fig.6.8 shows another specimen in bending, wi th a fu l l  br idge strain
gauge arrangement when the gauges are connected as i l lustrated, the
fol lowing changes in resistance occur under the act ion of  the loading,

R24 increases to R + dR
R13 increases to R + dR
R14 decreases to R -  dR
R23 decreases to R - dR

7@

Fi9.6.8. Specimen in Bending with Full Bridge connection

.E
I "or :  

Rro+ R_
E E

2R
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And

Simi lar ly

And

v24-- i241 R24

tr: ;= (F+dR)
zn
ER+ E6R-n

.EE
.ZJI  

R-dR+R+dR 2R

V2s: i1s2 R2s

ER - E6R-n

Therefore the vol tage in the measur ing l ink,

V:V2s-V2a

ER-E6R ER+EdF-n-n
, E6R

R
(6:1 5)

In the bending case with a fu l l  act ive br idge, i t  is  possible to increase
the effect ive bridge sensit ivi ty to four t imes the sensit ivi ty of a guarter

br idge with only one act ive gauge (6:7).  Note that  th is is only possible

with a bending condit ion where two gauges can be placed to measure
posit ive strain, and the other two placed to measure an equal negative
strarn.

The foregoing examples are not intended to be an exhaustive l ist of
al l  possible methods of  connect ing measur ing br idges, or of  balancing
them. However i t  is hoped that the basic principles establ ished here
wi l l  enable the fo l lowing chapters on pract ical  measur ing systems, wi th
their  l imi tat ions and possible sources of  error to be understood. Fur-
ther,  that  other pract ical  arrangements wi l l  suggest themselves to the
test engineer faced with the problem of strain measurement.
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CHAPTER 7

THE PRACTICAL MEASURING SYSTEM

The B&K Strain IndicatorType 1526 (shown in Fig.7.1) is a direct  in-
dicating instrument with a digital display of the measOred strain level.
Several features help to make this instrument particularly simple to set-
up and use. The 1 526 has faci l i t ies for  measur ing with fu l l ,  hal f  ,  and
quarter br idge connect ions,  and i ts sensi t iv i ty range is f rom + 199,9/e
to t ' l  99909€ with one act ive strain gauge. l t  can employ gauges with
resistances between 50Q and 2O0OO, and there is also provision for
varying the gauge factor to suit different gauges. The Strain Indicator is
able to measure both static and dynamic strain at frequencies up to
3OO Hz, and there is a hold function to capture transients. A 3 kHz
squarewave carrier system is employed, with bridge voltages adjustable
to 3V, 1V, and O,3V. Up to f ive br idges can be connected to the instru-
ment at the same time. and then be selected one at a time for measure-
ment.

r
Fig.7.l. The B & K Strain lndicator Type | 526

The relative significance of the various features wil l now be dis-
cussed in more detail.

Digi ta l  d isplays are s imple to use, completely el iminat ing the needle
paral lax that  can give balancing or reading inaccuracies.  The display on
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th is instrument is part icular ly good having O,O5% resolut ion and high
accuracy,  wi th al l  the i l luminated elements in the same plane to give
easy reading at  wide viewing angles.  The digi ta l  s ignal  is  a lso avai lable
in BCD form from a TTL compatible output if i t should be needed for fur-
ther digi ta l  processing.

This instrument is also intended to be used with B & K Level Record-
ers Type 2305 and Type 2307, therefore known DC levels can be
shown on the display whi le a matching cal ibrated DC output is avai l -
able for setting up the Recorder.

Bui l t - in c i rcui t ry al lows the user to select  use with fu l l  or  hal f  br idge
measurement,  and a reminder on the front panel  indicates the gauge
connections to be used.

Fig.7.2 shows the br idge connect ions used for fu l l  and hal f  br idge ar-
rangements.  l t  wi l l  be seen that when hal f  br idge is selected, a pair  of
precision 1 kO resistors make up the dummy half of the bridge, and
that the two act ive gauges are connected in posi t lons R23 and R13. l t
wi l l  a lso be seen that the balance resistor is placed in paral le l  wi th the
act ive gauges. The other resistors in the balance l ine enable the bal-
ance resolution to be varied. The values shown on the Mode Selector
switch refer to the balance resolut ion obtainable.  With 120O gauges
and a gauge factor of  2,0O, posi t ion "2o/o" al lows 120O/6,O4kf)  = 2Yo
to be balanced, equivalent to t lOOOO/c which gives a resolution of
2OOOue per turn of the potentiometer. A better resolution and finer bal-
ance can be achieved (at the cost of a reduction in the total balancing
range available) when the Selector is switched to a lower percentage
value.

When quarter br idge connect ion is required, the Strain Indicator is
switched to half bridge mode and a special Ouarter Bridge Adaptor con-

74@46

Fig.7.2. Bridge and balance connections used in the Type | 526
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Fig.7 3 The Auarter Bridge Adaptor ZR OOI4

taining a precis ion resistor as a dummy gauge is plugged into the instru-

ment.  Fig 7.3 is a photograph of  the Adaptor The pins on the rear en-

gage with the terminals on the 1526 whi le the connect ions are shown

on the top surface. The photograph shows a strap joining two of the

terminals,  but  th is introduces a resistance error into the br idge and is

not recommended for real lv accurate measurements

In the recommended arrangement for  connect ing the one act ive

strain gauge to the Ouarter Br idge Adaptor (Fig.7.4) the conductors RL

should be as s imi lar  to each other as possible.  This can easi ly be

achieved by using the same type of  conductor lead, and keeping the

lead lengths the same. The two leads are connected as shown, and a

third lead (R) connects one of  the terminal  tabs on the strain gauge, v ia

the Adaptor,  d i rect ly to Terminal  3 on the 1526 so that each arm in

the hal f  br idge contains 120O plus the lead resistance R1. This ar-

Active Gauge

120 sl

.J
0014

I

L-
ZR
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rangement ensures that any resistance change in the leads due to tem-
perature var iat ions wi l l  be equal ly div ided between the two br idge
arms, thus maintaining the balance. The ef fect  of  the addi t ional  lead in

the measur ing l ink is negl ig ib le because resistance R is very smal l  com-
pared with the input impedance of  the measur ing ampl i f ier ,  but  there
will be a very small reduction in the effective k as described in Chapter
8

The connection R may be replaced by the strap - shown with a bro-
ken l ine,  but the use of  th is strap is recommended only where connec-
t ion leads are short ,  and where there are no temperature var iat ions.
This is because when the strap is used the br idge arm containing the

act ive gauge also contains two lead resistances, whi le the other arm

wil l  only contain the 120Q dummy The lat ter  s i tuat ion can cause er-
roneous measurements because, al though the br idge can be balanced,
al l  the temperature induced resistance changes in the leads wi l l  now

occur in only one arm of the br idge. This problem of temperature ef-

fects on the leads is discussed further in Chapter 8.

The Ouarter Br idge Adaptor ZR 0018 is avai lable for  use with 35OO

strain gauges The construct ion and use of  the ZR 0018 is in al l  re-

spects ident ical  to the ZR OO14, except for  the resistance value of  the

dummy gauge.

Note that when a quarter br idge arrangement is being used, a temper-
ature compensated strain gauge must be employed which has a temper-

ature character ist ic matched to the test  mater ia l  as was descr ibed in

Chapter 3

As was demonstrated in Chapter 6,  the br idge sensi t iv i ty must be

considered for each indiv idual  measur ing arrangement because both

the gauge factor of  the gauges used, and the br idge connect ions wi l l  af-

fect  i t .  The examples given show that the br idge sensi t iv i ty can take
very di f ferent values, and i t  should also be born in mind that the

engineer making the measurements may be more interested in obtain-
ing a stress value, or the level  of  the loading that causes the strain '
These parameters wi l l  require an extra mult ip l icat ion factor to be ap-
pl ied to the br idge sensi t iv i ty.  l t  is  advantageous to have an instrument
where the gauge factor can be adjusted over a full decade so that the
levels displayed can have the correct  numerical  value for the parameter

required.

The gauge factor,  br idge sensi t iv i ty,  or  any other mult ip l icat ion factor
can be adjusted by meanb of  the "Gauge Factor"  control  on the 1 526
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Fig 7 5 The Calibration Bridge ZR OOI3

The range of adjustment is between approximately 0,90 and 10,70
with an accuracy ol  !O,O1o/o.  An accuracy of  1O,OO57o can be obtained
when the Cal ibrat ion Br idge ZR OO13 is used. The gauge factor can be
shown on the display for adjustment while a measuring arrangement is
being set-up.

The Cal ibrat ion Br idge contains a f inely balanced set of  resistors that
have an ohmic di f ference corresponding to a 2OOOge display value
with a gauge factor of  2,00.

In some circumstances DC excitation can cause a thermocouple ef-
fect because of temperature differences between soldered joints, or at
other places in the arrangement where dissimilar conductors are in con-
tact. To avoid these effects, the Type 1 526 employs an AC carrier wave
system. AC levels are easier to amplify, and an additional advantage of
the carrier system is that it permits low bridge excitation voltages,
which in turn minimise heat generat ion.  On the 1526the minimum ex-
ci tat ion vol tage is O,3V, and when this is used with 120Q gauges, i t
gives a total of only 75 mW per gauge to be dissipated as heat, which
permits the instrument to be used for measurements on materials with
very low thermal conductivit ies. When a higher excitation voltage is
used, the signal to noise ratio in the amplif iers is improved, so that
much lower strain levels can be resolved. With the highest excitation le-
vel available on this instrument (3,0V) it is possible to measure up to
plus or minus 2OOle ful l  scale,  wi th a resolut ion of  O,1 pe.

A major disadvantage of AC excitation is the sensitivity of the measur-
ing system to reactive unbalance, usually in the form of capacitive un-
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balance caused by long bridge leads. Various methods have been de-
vised to counteract capacitive imbalance, the most common being to in-
clude variable capacitors in the bridge arms and then to achieve a
capacitive and a resistive balance. The Type 1526 makes the extra
stage - capacitive balancing - unnecessary by using a 3 kHz square
wave as the excitation voltage, and by gating only a portion of the mea-
sur ing s ignal  f rom the br idge for measurement as shown in Fig.7.6.
This gating effectively eliminates the signal peaks caused by the capaci-
tive unbalance in the bridge. With the demodulator principle used, the
residual unbalance is sensed as resistive unbalance. which can be bal-
anced out with the resistance balance potentiometer. Typically a
0,05f/F imbalance on a 120O br idge wi l l  cause an error in reading of
t  1 digi t  in the 1 V: 2OOOge range.

Fig.7 6. Operation of the gating signal

When measur ing stat ic strain,  the measured value can be read di-
rectly from the digital displqy, together with an indication of whether
the strain is tensi le or compressive,  shown by a + or a -  s ign.  The
sign always follows the strain being experienced by the gauges in posi-
t ions R13 and R2a.

The Type 1526 can also be used to measure dynamic strain,  but  now
the reading procedure is slightly different because the dynamic levels
cause the displayed values to fluctuate unreadably and the positive and

Signal f rom bridge

with capacitive unbalance

Bridge Supply Signal
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negative signs to alternate. This situation is immediately stopped by
pushing in the "Hold Max."  ON button to br ing the peak hold funct ion
into operation. This captures the maximum positive or negative strain le-
vel, whichever was the greater, and a steady display results.

lf both static and dynamic strain levels are present, as in the exam-
ples shown, it is sti l l  possible to use the features built in to the instru-
ment to separate them. One of the low pass Filters which suppressfre-
quencies above 3Hz, 30Hz, or 3OOHz can be used to_selectively sup-
press the dynamic component of the strain so that just the static level
is displayed.

Alternatively, the method detailed in the following example can be fol-
lowed. Push the Hold ON button as for a dynamic signal to yield a posi-
tive or negative maximum level as before. This level, which is shown
as "A" in Fi9.7.7,  should be noted. The Funct ion Selector should be
switched to BALANCE POTENTIOMETER POSITION and this displayed
value noted. Select OPERATE mode again and adjust the Balance Poten-
tiometer carefully, depressing the Hold RESET button from time to time
to keep a check on the display unti l i t just changes sign. Note the new
display level - this is value "B" in the figure. The static strain level
can be found by subtracting B from A, and the dynamic level by multi-
plying B by 2. The lesser maximum can be found by subtracting 2 X B
from A. Examination of the figure shows that the changed balance set-
ting has in effect moved the base line by an amount equivalent to the
static level, so that the dynamic levels fluctuates equally on either side
of it.

Should it be necessary to restore the Balancing Potentiometer to its
original position for any reason, this can be done quite easily without
unloading the specimen. BALANCE POTENTIOMETER POSITION is se-

+€
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lected again and the Potentiometer adjusted unti l the displayed value is
the same as the value originally recorded for the Balance Potentiometer
Position. The Potentiometer is now on exactly the same setting as it
was when value "A" was measured, and this is also the same as the
original zero balance from the commencement of the test.

Another method of determining the dynamic component of the strain
is to use an AC voltmeter (for example a Type 2425, or Type 24261, or
an oscil loscope to measure the AC component on the DC level coming
from one of the DC outputs.

It is often required that measurements from several different points
on the test specimen be obtained, and it is very convenient when this
can be done without re-connecting and re-balancing measuring bridges
during the course of the test. Up to five bridges can be connected to
the 1 526 at  the same t ime, in any combinat ion of  quarter- ,  hal f - ,  or
futl-bridges, and the bridges can be selected one after another for meas-
urement.

When more than five points have to be measured, the Type 1 544
Multipoint Selector and Control enables the 1 526 to be connected in
turn to a series of measuring points automatically, so that the strain lev-
el can be measured. Up to ten measuring points can be connected to
the 1544, and i{ even more points are required, Type 1 545 Multipoint
Selectors with provision for ten more points in each unit can be con-
nected to the same Selector and Control 1 544 to give a maximum of
four hundred measuring points Selection of each point is controlled by
the 1 544 which also has a digital display to indicate the identif ication
number of  the measur ing point  current ly being sampled.

Each measuring point connection on both ' l  544 and 1 545 has two
terminals for  the exci tat ion s ignal  which is der ived from the 1526, and
two terminals to receive the measur ing s ignal .  Each point  connect ion
has its own "Bridge Mode" switch and "Balance" potentiometer.

Automatic sweep rates from ten measuring points per second to one
point every ten seconds can be selected Point selection can also be ac-
complished remotely by a TTL source, or by the oam switch of a Level
Recorder Type 2305 or Type 2307. When necessary, individual mea-
suring points can be switched out so that the point sweep passes over
them in the automat ic sequence, whole decades -  indiv idual  1 545
uni ts -  can also be by-passed in th is way. One single measur ing point
can be selected for measurement by a "Call" switch, and if several
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Fig.7 8. The Multipoint Selector and Control Type | 544 and the Multi-
point Selector Type | 545

points are "called" in this manner, a restricted sweep sequence over
just  these points wi l l  occur.

The built- in interface in the Selector and Control 1544 is a B & K
Standard Interface. lt is similar to the proposed IEC Standard, the excep-
tion being that it is not addressable. The data transmitted from the
1 544 consists of the measuring point identity number, and the strain
level .

The instruments that have been described in this chapter make up a
very f lexible measur ing arrangement that  is  s imple to operate,  and cap-
able of  performing a wide range of  measur ing assignments
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CHAPTER 8

SOURCES OF ERROR
IN STRAIN GAUGE MEASUREMENTS

Many different factors can cause measuring errors in strain gauge
systems. These sources fall into three broad categories, electrical er-
rors that arise in the measuring system, errors that have their source
in temperature induced effects, and errors due to faulty gauge moun-
t ing or select ion.

This chapter wil l analyse some of the more common sources of error
and suggest ways to improve measuring accuracy by proper selection of
system components, and by careful preparation of each item. lt wil l
also show how some measuring errors can be compensated for auto-
matically, and how the effects of others can be minimised by suitable
calibration procedures.

Electrical Sources of Error

Fig.8.l. Full-bridge showing some electric", iT"rr", of error

The figure shows the familiar bridge circuit, with the addition of lead
resistances R1 and input resistance to the measuring instrument R;. A
general expression for the amplif ication can be written as follows,

R". Rv
E
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l f  the bridge is in balance to begin with.

En:E: l :  
"Rro Rt.

(  8:2)

(  8:3)And if

Then the ampl i f icat ion expression simpl i f ies to,

dR
R

(8:4)

Where the terms (1 -  T),  N, and P are error factors f rom var ious
sources as wi l l  be explained later.

Supply leads

The leads that supply the measur ing br idge are by far  the most ser i -
ous potent ia l  source of  errors in any strain gauge arrangement.  The
leads should be sui table for  the part icular test  appl icat ion'  for  example
it is pointless to waste time and money on thoroughly waterproofing
the gauge instal lat ion where poor qual i ty leads al low the penetrat ion of

morsture.

Chapter 7 ment ioned methods for minimising errors caused by tem-
perature changes on long leads, but wherever possible, long leads

should be excluded from the actual  br idge arms. Where this is not pos-

sible, the supply leads should sti l l  be as short as practicable, and made

up from the same length and type of cable to minimise resistive and ca-
pacitive effects. The lead resistance should be kept as low as possible

to exert  the smal lest  inf luence on the overal l  resistance of  the br idge
system.

To get the lead resistance problem into proport ion,  considerthefol low-
ing example as i l lustrated in Fig.8.2,  wi th a s ingle act ive 120Q gauge

having k = 2,OO.

The leads wi l l  act  as an integral  part  of  the gauge resistance so that
any var iat ion in the ambient temperature inf luences the indicator read-
ing direct ly Heavy gauge leads with a comparat ively low resistance wi l l
be required, but even so the. lead inf luence can be considerable wi th
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RL

I 2OO Active Gauge

' RL 750316

Fig 8.2. Q.uartet bridge arrartgement with all lead resistance in the
same arm as the active stratn gauge

th is arrangement.  l f  the leads are 10 metres (33ft)  in length wi th a di-
ameter of  O,8 mm (0,03 in = 21 gauge),  and are made from copper
with a resistance of  0,017 Q for a 1 mm2 conductor 1 metre in length.

n' :  o '0r !^:ro :034 a
0,5

So that the total  addi t ional  resistance in the br idge arm is 0,68Q.

Copper has a temperature coefficient of O,OO4/"C (O,OO22/oFl, so
that a loC change in temperature wi l l  change the total  lead resistance
by' dRr : 0.68 x 0.004

:0,0027 {2/"c

This value can be subst i tuted for the dR term in equat ion 3:1,  to y ie ld
an apparent strain component due to temperature effects on the supply
leads.

Apparent strain
dF
RK

0,0027
120x 2,00

: 0,000011

: 11 pd" C (6 tn/' F)

To el iminate th is source of  error,  the s ingle act ive gauge should be
connected into the measuring bridge with the three lead system that
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Fi9.8.3. Recommended method of connecting single active gauge
with three lead system

is  shown in Fig.8.3 the guiding pr inciple being to ensure that any
changes in resistance due to temperature effects on the leads wil l be di-
vided between two adjacent arms of the bridge cancell ing each other
out To further ensure that the leads really experience the same temper-
atures, it is quite common to twist them together.

Having now (hopeful ly)  e l iminated this source of  error due to tempera-
ture effects on the supply leads, there sti l l  remains the basic modifica-
tion to the bridge resistance caused by lead resistances.

Error due to lead resistance can be calculated as follows.

Error Factor
7

D-
p

1L "cu

Rs

( 8:5)

Where R", is the total resistance in the supply leads and R, is the re-
sistance of the bridge that must be overcome by the supply (i. e. the re-
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sistance measured between points D and E in Fig.8 4 when the bridge
is disconnected from the measuring instrument.

Relative error 1- P: 
1

1+ RB
R",

As an example,  consider a fu l l -br idge with four 120Q gauges con-
nected to the measuring instrument by leads that each have a resist-
ance RL = O,23 Q.

(8:6)

lEz@s

Fig.8.5. Half-bridge with lead resistances shown

For the hal f -br idge shown in Fig.8.5,  connected to a Type 1526 hav-
ing precision 1 kQ resistors, and the same gauges and lead resistances
as before,

1-P:
1x100 :0,192%

1-P:: : ;#d":0,382e'"

'  
t  

2v g,23

A quarter bridge with the same resistance values, and connected as
recommended in Fig.8.3 wi l l  have the same relat ive error as the hal f -
br idge example.

Pick-up in the supply leads can also be a problem, but it is greatly re-
duced by twisting the leads around each other as for eliminating tem-
perature error, or even better using a cable with a properly grounded
screen. When the connections have been made, it is best to allow the
leads to be moved as l itt le as possible to avoid transients, especially af-
ter the bridge has been balanced.
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Bridge non-linearity

When a direct reading instrument is being used, the output from the
measuring bridge wil l not always be an exact l inear function of the
change in gauge resistance, because the bridge is out of balance when
the measurement is made. The (1 -  T) term in equat ions 8:1 and 8:4
is the error factor due to measuring strain with the bridge unbalanced.

(r - r r l  ( rzs-ort /  ( r ra-r . , )  ( r"o-arro)

The relat ive errorT:
1 + r2s+ a(1 + r13) 1 + r24+ a(1 + h4)

(8:7)
f2q -  f2g* f1s -  f14

When a = 1, which wil l be the case when the bridge is made up from
a set of matched strain gauges, or matched gauges and precision resis-
tors, the expression can be simplif ied to,

T= rz42-r2s2*rp2-1142 (8:8)
2(rro- rr" I  r . " -  t tq)

l f  R2a and R1a are used as active gauges, the expression further
simpl i f ies to,

( r24+ r t4) (8:9)

When R2a and R14 are act ive gauges with the opposi te s ign and the
same magnitude, l ike those shown in Fig.6.3,  the relat ive error T wi l l
be O.

l f  only one act ive gauge is in use, and the balance circui t  is  a lso in
use, it is best to connect the gauge into the opposite side of the bridge
from the balance circui ts whenever possible.  When the 1526 is being
used with a quarter bridge adaptor, the influence of the balance circuit
on R13 should be taken into considerat ion.  Using equat ion 8:7 wi th a
= 1 and only R24 = O,

(8:10)

A rule of thumb which can be used for the case with one active
strain gauge says that the relative error factor T is the same size as the
measured strain (in strain) when gauge factor 2 is used,

1

2

-r 2

as

then

oo

ek: r

t r*
t : - : -

22
(8:1 1)



For example: with gauge lactor 2, the indicated strain for a system
with one act ive gauge is 17139e

Therefore T : strain : 0,001713

And 171 3 x 0,001 71 3 : 2,93 ue

So the corrected measurement should be 1716pe.

Note that this can give large errors when semiconductor gauges with
high gauge factors are being used.

Use of the balance circuit

When a balancing circuit is being used, the balance potentiometer al-
ters the resistance value of one or more arms of the bridge. lf these re-

sistances happen to be strain gauges, their sensitivity to strain wil l be
reduced, thereby introducing an error. This effect can be shown by
means of an example.

Consider the 1526 used with one act ive 12OQ gauge in posi t ion

R13 and the full 5OOQ range of the potentiometer used to balance it
when the "2o/o" resolution mode has been selected, (this is the worst
case with a 12OO gauge). In effect, resistance R13 wil l be made up
from two resistors as shown in Fig.8.6.

111
Rrr:  1n- 6040
R.: :117'662 Q

So the error in measurement wil l be,

,120-117,662 , .^:  t - t  tvOo/o'  120
: 1,948o/o

Similar calculations can be made for the errors that occur with other
gauge resistance values, and with other balancing methods

6,.1tP -r-' Jwvll 
z@4s

Fig.8.6. The components ol R1s
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Fiq.8.7. Error due to use of balance circuit, with gauge resistances as
shown, and a single active gauge used in position Rrr, (with
R ,, the curves will slope the other way)
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Error due to input impedance of the measuring instrument

The error factor due to the input impedance,

where Ro is the resistance of the bridge between points 4 and 3 with
the measuring instrument disconnected, and R; is the input impedance
of the measur ing instrument,  (see Fig.8.8).

The refat ive error 7-N: +

'*  
^"

(8:1 2)

(8:1 3)

Fig.8. 8. lnput impedance of measuring'iff{tru^"rt

Using the 1 526 which has an input impedance of  67,5 kO as an ex-
ample,  and a fu l l  br idge with four 120Q strain gauges, the br idge re-
sistance measured between points 4 and 3 wil l be,

So

1: 1 J-  1

Ro 120+120 120+120

Ro:120 Q

7-N:
1 +67500

120

:1,78x 10-3 :0,178o/"

Some measuring instruments are calibrated for use with strain
gauges having one part icular resistance value. The 1526 is cal ibrated
in such a way that when it is used with a full bridge employing four
120Q strain gauges the error just  calculated above wi l l  be compen-
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Fig.8. 9. Hatf-bridse with 35O n"ffi,

sated automatically. However, this compensated error wil l have to be
deducted from the total error when a calibrated instrument is used with
a bridge arrangement having different resistance values. This can be i l-
lustrated by means of an example. Fig.8.9 shows a half-bridge arrange-
ment using two l kQ resistors and two 350O strain gauges.

The bridge resistance between points 4 and 3,
1:  1 L 7

Ro 1000+350 ' 1000+350

Ro:675 Q

with the 1 526 1-'N :: i td

' -  67s
:9,90x 10-3 :0,990%

The measuring error with respect to the calibration with 12OQ full
br idge, :0,990_0,178

:0.812"/o

50 70 lm 120 200 300 500 700 1 k 2K

Gauge Resistance, o ze2a4

Fig.8. I O. Measuring error on the | 526 due to input impedance

Error

0
Full Bridg€ with 4 equal Gauges

200 300
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A chart can be calculated for the errors arising from different combi-
nations of gauge resistance in full and half-bridges for any instrument.
Fig.8.1O is a typical graph showing this type of measuring error.

Temperature variations

Changes in the temperature of the measuring system can cause er-
rors for several reasons. First, the resistance, and hence the k factor of
the gauge conductor material change with temperature to cause an ap-
parent strain. Another possible cause of error is that the coefficient of
expansion with temperature for the gauge may not be the same as that
of the test object's material. A third reason is that the resistance of the
supply leads changes with temperature, this was discussed in the previ-
ous section.

Various methods can be used to eliminate, or compensate tempera-
ture induced measurement errors. Use of dummy gauges as described
in Chapter 6, wil l compensate for variations in the k factor with temper-
ature, and for differences in the coefficient of expansion between the
gauge conductor material and the test object material. The dummy is
cemented in the same way as the active gauge to a piece of similar
material to the test object, and connected in the measuring bridge in an
arm adjacent to the active gauge. Being exposed to exactly the same
temperature variations as the active gauge, the resistance changes due
to temperature wil l be the same as in the active gauge, so their effects
wiff be cancelled out. Compensation with this method is suitable lor ar-
rangements having one, two, or four active gauges.

When the dummy arm of a quarter bridge is made up from a cali-
brated resistor, or when it is impossible to subject the dummy to pre-

cisely the same temperature variations as the active 9auge, one of the
following alternatives can be applied. Self-compensating strain gauges
have been developed that are immune to temperature variations. A cali-
brated length of another conductor material, or a thermocouple is in-
cluded in the measuring grid, and has the opposite temperature/resist-
ance characteristic to the grid material so that errors due to variations
in the gauge resistance with temperature wil l be cancelled out.

Furthermore, manufacturers have gone to great lengths to develop
conductor materials that exhibit only a very small resistance change
over quite extensive temperature ranges when they are cemented on to
the correct test specimen material. Manufacturers can supply gauges
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with temperature expansion coefficients to suit the most commonly
used materials, and this type of gauge can often be employed when the
temperature variations are not expected to exceed perhaps 5O to 8OoC.
Even when the temperature range is greater, the error in measurement
is usual fy fess than 2peper oC.

Gauge mounting and connection

Incorrect mounting of the gauges on the test specimen can produce
major errors due to creep, moisture effects, poor electrical insulation
from the test  p iece, etc. ,  as ment ioned elsewhere. Gauge al ignment is
also very important in el iminat ing errors,  and when possible,  a prel imi-
nary test  run using an appl icat ion of  br i t t le lacquer can give valuable in-
formation on the direction of strain "flow" to assist in the correct posi-
t ioning of  gauges.

The effects of moisture changing the balance point by altering the
gauge insulation were mentioned in the chapter on adhesives. The best
safeguard is a thorough water-proofing program to prevent the penetra-
t ion of  moisture into the cement or backing.

Diffusion is a long term effect, where atoms actually migrate from ce-
ment to the backing or to the test  mater ia l  and cause changes in insula-
tion, or even a breakdown of the cement bond. The use of inert materi-
a ls can help great ly to al leviate th is ef fect .

After the first load cycle has been applied to the test specimen, and
then removed again,  i t  is  somet imes found that the balance posi t ion
has moved. This effect can have been caused by either of two condi-
tions. lf the load cycle has taken place in a comparatively short period
of t ime, the change in balance point is very often due to hysteresis, as
the other possible cause, creep, may take a longer period to show it-
self . To minimise the effects of hysterisis on the measurements, it is rec-
ommended that two or three load cycles are applied to the test object
- if this is possible - before commencing the test. The balance point
should be checked after each cycle, as after the second cycle the bal-
ance point wil l probably be stable within 0,1 or O,2o/o, so that measure-
ment can begin. After extended periods with alternating loading, an ef-
fect similar to hysterisis can occur again due to gauge fatigue.

Al l  metals exper ience the phenomenon fat igue when they have been
subjected to alternating stresses for longer periods of t ime. Strain
gauge conductor mater ia ls are no except ion to th is rule,  and this
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should be remembered when measurements are to be made on a sys-
tem with alternating loads, particularly those operating at high frequen-
cies. The total permitted number of strain reversals can be reached
very rapidly. For example, taking a typical value for wire or foil gauges,
107 strain reversals at  t  1000lr€ can be achieved in less than three
hours at  10OOHz, or in just  over a normal working day at  3OOHz, i r re-
spective of whether or not measurements are being made. Fatigue fail-
ure of a gauge usually takes the form of a fracture where the conduc-
tor leads join the gauge grid, however, sometimes the adhesive breaks-
down first.

Creep is a much more complex problem to diagnose or cure, because
its effects, which are variable, rarely appear from the outset of the test.
When a strain gauge has been subjected to a high strain level or has
been placed in a high temperature environment,  or  some other environ-
ment capable of breaking down the bonding, the gauge may "creep" on
the surface to which it was attached, or the gauge conductor may
"creep" in the backing. Either of these effects, can cause substantial
zero dr i f t ,  or  stat ic strain readings that fa l l  s lowly wi th t ime as the elas-
ticity of the gauge conductor material tries to pull the grid back to its
unloaded conf igurat ion.  General ly,  a l ternat ing loads are less l ikely to
give creep problems than are static loading systems.

Where only a few gauges are showing signs of creep, the most satis-
factory remedy is to cement new gauges in place of the old, and simply
discard the old gauge as attempts to remount a faulty gauge wil l almost
always be fruit less.

In the s i tuat ion where many gauges in a large instal lat ion are show-
ing signs of balance point shift, or drift ing strain levels, once the obvi-
ous possibi l i ty  of  wrongly appl ied loading has been el iminated and
creep definately identif ied, a reappraisal of the gauging method is obvi-
ously called for. The adhesives and backing materials used must be
completely suitable for the materials being tested. They must survive
the anticipated temperature range, and the maximum strain level ex-
pected. Furthermore, the utmost care must be taken during the actual
bonding of the gauge to the specimen, so that all mating surfaces are
thoroughly prepared, and the adhesive correctly mixed.

One important point, that is always worth remembering, a point valid
for any type of strain gauge system, is that no matter how accurate the
measuring instrument, or how well reasoned the choice of gauges and
bridge arrangements may be, if the person who actually mounts the
gauges on the test specimen made a mistake, the measurements can
be misleading, or useless.
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CHAPTER 9
MEASUREMENT OF STRAIN

WITH OTHER B&K INSTRUMENTS

The engineer who has to measure strain only at very infrequent inter-
vals, or who has to perform a preliminary survey to find whether strain
measurement is of value to a particular test program, may be reluctant
to invest in a Type 1526 Strain Indicator just for these "once in a
while" measurements. This chapter wil l explain how useful strain
measurements can be obtained from alternative arrangements based
on B & K instruments that the user may already have in the test labora-
tory or inspection department.

Deviation Bridge Type 1521

A simple method of measuring static strains uses an instrument that
may be found in the production testing. or receiving inspection depart-
ment.  Fig.9.1 shows the arrangement for  measur ing strain wi th a Devi-
at ion Br idge Type 1521. The 1521 compares the value of  a resistance,
inductance, or capacitance with a standard value, and gives a meter in-

9. I a. Measurement with one
active gauge

Fig.9.l. Measurement of static
1 521
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9. I b. Measurement with two
acttve gauges

strain using a Deviation Bridge Type
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dication of the percentage deviation from the standard. The instrument
contains a measuring bridge circuit where the Standard and the Un-
known form two arms of the bridge. When used in the Resistance
Mode, a dummy strain gauge can be employed as the Standard resis-
tor, and an active gauge as the Unknown. This arrangement is shown
in Fig.9.1a.

Very briefly, setting up the instrument for measurement with this ar-
rangement is as follows. The dummy gauge must have the same resist-
ance as the active gauge, it is cemented to similar material to the test
piece and mounted near it to give automatic temperature compensa-
tion. The dummy is connected to terminals 1 and 2 (Standard). The ac-
tive gauge is connected to terminals 3 and 4 (Unknown).

&a

saa qqy"

Fdb. erdg. TYF 1521

#
a

8r!d Ojxie '

- Fiq.9.2. fhe Deviation Bridge Type | 521 -
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Select Bridge Mode "R" with 1 0O Hz excitation frequency, and set
the Function switch to RLC. Switch the RLC Deviation knob to "Zero"
and adjust the zero position of the needle. Switch to "Ref." and adjust
the reference level of the meter to "1" on the auxil l iary scale. This sets
the excitation voltage across each gauge to approximately 0,36V.

Using the most sensi t ive scale (SA 0114, shown in Fig.9.2) and the
most sensitive measuring range (O,2o/o RLC Deviation), it should be pos-
sible to read the zero load out-of-balance on the meter as a positive or
negative percentage deviation. The tolerance on the gauges should be
good enough to permit this, but if the deviation is larger than the O,3%
full scale deflection on the most sensitive scale, the Standard resist-
ance can be adjusted to balance the unknown. Note that it is not neces-
sary to balance the bridge so that the needle rests at the "O" point, be-
cause as long as the needle deflection for the loaded condition can be
read from the scale. the zero load deflection can be subtracted and the
change due to loading found.

At no load. if the needle goes off the scale at the positive end (indicat-
ing that the Unknown is the larger) ,  a smal l  resistance increment -  for
example a section of resistance wire - can be put in series with the
Standard to increase its value. lf the Standard is the larger, a large re-
sistance in paral le l  wi th the Standard can reduce i ts value.

Note that the Unknown resistance can also be modified to help bal-
ance the bridge, but this introduces an error to the value of the Gauge
Factor s imi lar  to that  d iscussed under "Use of  the Balance Circui t"  in
Chapter 8.

One final check can be made before taking measurements, when it is
suspected that there could be capacitive unbalance in the system, (per-
haps due to the use of long measuring leads). This can be determined
by simply switching the Function switch to "Phase" and finding the de-
flection - if any. From a practical point of view, if the meter needle
falls anywhere on the scale when the Phase Deviation is at its most
sensitive setting (0,002 tan6), the effects of capacitive unbalance can
be ignored. Similarly, if strain is being measured on the 1% RLC Devia-
tion range, capacitive unbalance can be ignored if the needle stays on
the scale when O,01 tand Phase Deviation is selected. lf necessary, ca-
pacitive balancing can be performed in the same way as resistive balan-
cing, by putting capacitors in parallel with the gauges.
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Measurement wi l l  be explained by means of  an example.  A dummy
and an act ive gauge, both wi th nominal  resistance 12OO are con-
nected in the arrangement shown in Fig.9.1a. The gauges have a
Gauge Factor k = 2,OO and in the unloaded condi t ion the instrument in-
dicates + O,08% deviat ion.

When the specimen is loaded, the needle indicates -O,24o/o devia-
tron.

Referr ing back to Equat ion 3:1 ,

,  6R.dtK: 
n/  t

This can be rewri t ten as (9:1)

instrument deflec-Where the dR term can be determined from the
t ion.

In the example,  the total  def lect ion due to loading

Subst i tut ing into 9:1

dR: -  0,24 -(+0,08)%

: -  0,32Y" i .  e.  the act ive gauge is in

,  _ -0,32 x 120 
compresslonl

-  2,00x 120 x 100

t:-0,0016t : -1600pt

Two points are obvious from this resul t  First ,  the actual  value of  the
resistance is not too imoortant as the terms cancel out. Second, the
loading caused a change in reading of  32 graduat ions of  the scale,
which is equivalent to 16O0ge. That is,  wi th Gauge Factor 2,  one
scale graduat ion represents 5Oge .

The instrument can be used with Gauge Factors that do not give an
"easy" relationship with the meter indication, by adjusting the Refer-
ence level .

For example,  i f  the Gauge Factor for  a part icular gauge is 2,2 set  the
Reference level  to 2/2,2 = O,91 (which can be est imated on the main
scale), to retain the simple relationship 50ge,/graduation.

dR
-kR
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When more sensitivity is required, two active gauges can be em-
ployed, one in the Standard arm and one in the Unknown arm, as
shown in Fig.9.1b. Making use of  the Poisson ef fect  wi l l  g ive approxi-
mately 40pe/graduation with Gauge Factor 2, and if the test piece is
in bending with one active gauge in tension and one in compression
25pe/graduation can be achieved. Note that only three leads are re-
quired with two active gauges as terminals 2 and 3 are connected inter-
nal ly.

Dynamic strains can also be measured using a 1521'as th is instru-
ment features a DC output that can be fed to an oscil loscope, or to a
peak reading AC vol tmeter.  The output gives 1,1V for fu l l  scale def lec-
t ion,  which is equivalent to 36,6mV./graduat ion on the 1521. When
both static and dynamic strains are present the 1521 wil l indicate the
static strain, while the AC voltmeter wil l measure the amplitude of the
ripple on the DC level (peak measurement) thereby showing the dy-
namic strain.

Similar measurements can be made with the Deviation Bridge Type
1519, but i ts higher exci tat ion f requency can accentuate any capaci t ive
unbalance.

Voftmeter fype 2425

The Electronic Voltmeter Type 2425 can be used on the DC output of
the 1521 (or 1519) to measure dynamic strain,  but  th is vol tmeter also
has several features that make it suitable for measuring dynamic strain
alone. Fig.9.3 shows two measur ing arrangements that  can be used to
indicate strain on a 2425.

7M59

9.3b. Measurement with
simplified bridge

Fi9.9.3. Measurement of dynamic strain using a Voltmeter Type 2425
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Excitation of either of the bridge circuits with a DC voltage (for exam-
ple a 1 ,5 V battery) wil l give no indication on the AC meter when there
is no dynamic loading present on the specimen. As soon as a dynamic
load is applied, the voltmeter detects the superimposed AC that ap-
pears on the DC level, and the peak level of this ripple is proportional to
the dynamic strain present.

The 2425 can measure peak levels and it also has a Peak Hold func-
tion to capture transients. Other features of the 2425 lhat help to
make it suitable for strain measurement are its frequency range down
to O,5Hz, and its most sensitive voltage range of 1 mV full scale deflec-
tion, which gives 20gV/scale graduation. One feature that can be a
drawback is the very wide frequency range up to O,5 MHz with no facil i-
t ies for f i l tering out high frequency noise. The measuring bridge circuits
operate quite well as antennae, so thorough screening and grounding
is very important in reducing pick-up and noise. lf i t should prove very
diff icult to eliminate high frequency noise from the system, its effects
can be greatly reduced by making the measurements in the RMS mode,
and then multiplying the measured levels by the Crest Factor (i.e. by
1 ,4 for  a s inusoidal  loading).

The dynamic strain level is given by equation 6:8,

where

4V
- Ek

V - potential measured by the voltmeter
E = the excitation voltage
k = Gauge Factor

Note that the Gauge Factor used here is actually the bridge sensitiv-
ity factor.

Consider the example where only one active gauge is used with k =

2, and the excitation voltage is 1,5V. Putting these values into the
equation and taking V = 1 mV (full scale deflection)

, , - - -4x 1 x 10-3
1.5x 2

: 1 ,333 x 1 0-3 e : 1333 pe (f sd)

Which gives 26,66 ge/ scale graduation
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For a Full-bridge with bridge sensitivity factor 8, and 3,OV excitation
voltage the equation gives 166/e full scale deflection and
3,33 pe / scale graduation.

Voftmeter 2425 and Conditioning Amplifier Type 2626

As previously mentioned, noise pick-up can be a problem when the
2425 is used alone, and if the system noise is higher than the zero
load out-of-balance level, accurate calibration wil l be impossible. An im-
provement in the signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained when the signal
from the measuring bridge is passed through a preamplif ier before be-
ing fed to the Voltmeter. A low noise preamplif ier suitable for this pur-
pose is the Conditioning Amplif ier Type 2626, which is normally used
as an accelerometer preamplif ier. At the price of some minor circuit
complication, several advantages are gained from adding a 2626 to the
arrangement with a 2425. Up to 60dB of amplif ication is available
from the Conditioning Amplif ier, and progressive high and low pass fi l-
tering can be selected in steps to l imit the width of the measuring
band. Furthermore, the three digit sensitivity adjustment allows the
gain to be set to give a direct reading of strain on the Voltmeter scale.

a 0iH.-05rH.

diib .U# ffi

@

Fi9.9.4. Type 2425 and Type 2626

The minor compl icat ion is the fact  that  the 2626 is a charge ampl i -
f ier, so a 1 nF capacitor has to be put in series with the bridge to give a
charge source (in effect this constitutes a dummy accelerometer).
Fig.9.  5 i l lustrates the arrangement
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Fi9.9.5. Arrangement for measuring strain using a Conditioning Ampli-
fier Type 2626 and a Voltmeter Type 2425

Setting-up and adjustment is best explained by means of the follow-
ing examples. Consider a simple case first where the bridge contains
two active and two dummy gauges with k = 2 to give a bridge sensitiv-
ity for the arrangement of 4, and where the excitation voltage is sup-
plied by a 1,5V battery. The limiting frequencies are adjusted to cover
only the frequency range of interest. Setting the Volt/g Out to position
"1" in the range 1- 11pC/g,and keepingtheSensi t iv i tysettoasim-
ple figure of 1,OO a dynamic level of 22OmY peak is recorded by the
Voftmeter, now what does this 22OmY mean in terms of strain?

Because the output was set to 1Y/9, each volt recorded by the 2425
is the equivalent of 1 g measured by an accelerometer. Further, when
the source impedance contains 1 nF a Sensitivity of 1,OOpC/g wil l give
the equivalent of 1 g for every mill ivolt coming from the source
(1 mV,zg), so that the Voltmeter shows 1V for every 1 mV coming from
the br idge ( i .  e.  60 dB ampl i f icat ion).

Using equat ion 6:8 again,

t :H
_ 4x 0,220x 10 3

1,5x4

:0.147 x 10-3 e

:147 ue

Another example showing the use of the Sensitivity adjustment, with
all parameters as before, except that Sensitivity is adjusted to
1,50pC/g ( i .e.  numerical ly the vol tage),  the Vol tmeter wi l l  indicate
147 mV (numerical ly the strain).  This is because the output is 1V,/g
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f rom the 2626, whi le i ts input is 1,5mV./g giv ing 1V indicat ion for

each 1,5 mV from the br idge

Hence
4 x 0,1 47 x 10-3

Y 1,5
1,5x4

:0,147 x 10 3 t

:147 ue

Gauge factors other than 2 can also be compensated for by the Sensi-
t iv i ty adjustment Taking the previous example again but using gauges
with a Gauge Factor 2,2 ( i .  e br idge sensi t iv i ty factor wi th two act ive
gauges wif l  be 4,q,  r t  the Sensi t iv i ty is adjusted to 1,5 x 2,2/2 =

1,65pC/g, the output f rom the 2626 wi l l  s t i l l  be 1V,/9,  but  the input
wi l l  be 1,65mV,2g, which gives 1V indicat ion for  each 1,65mV from
the br idge, and the Vol tmeter wi l l  s t i l l  indicate 147 mY

4x 0,147 x 70 3 x 1,65
1,5 x 4,4

:0,1 47 x 10-3 t

:147 ut

Vibration Meter Type 2511

Another instrument that  can be used to measure dynamic strain has
most of  the features of  the previous system combined in one instru-
ment,  the General  Purpose Vibrat ion Meter Type 2511, and adds the
possibi l i ty  of  f requency analysis of  the strain using an external  f i l ter .
When the simpl i f ied br idge shown in Fig.9.3 is used, a separate battery

'{'
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Fig.9.6b. Type | 621

wi l l  not  be required as the 28V DC supply f rom the 2511 can of ten
give suff ic ient  current to exci te the br idge. Fig.9.7 suggests a sui table
arrangement that  includes provis ion for f requency analysis wi th a Tun-
able Band Pass Fi l ter  Type 1621 .

Fig 9 7 Arrangement for measurement and analysis of strain using a

General Purpose Vibration Meter Type 251| and a Tunable

Band Pass Fi l ter Type 1 621

When 120O strain gauges are used together wi th a 14kQ vol tage
dropper,  the total  resistance in the c i rcui t  wi l l  be given by,

Rr: 14000+ 120+ 120

:14,24 kA

With a nominal  supply vol tage of  28V the current requirement wi l l

i :28 
^A14,24

-- 1,94 mA

be,
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This wi l l  not  over load the 28V output which has a current l imi t  of
2 mA, so the voltage applied to each gauge wil l be,

E: 1 .94 x 120 mV

:0,233 V

The 2511 operates as a vol tmeter when a 1 nF capaci tor  is  con-
nected in series with the input voltage, so that when the instrument
has been calibrated for lOOpC./g accelerometers each "9" indicated in
the Accelerat ion mode represents 10OmV ( i .e.  1Og/Vl .  Bear ing in
mind that the 2511 measures peak-to-peak levels,  a Scale factor can
be derived from the excitation voltage, the g./V relationship, and the
br idge Gauge Factor by using equat ion 6:8 again.

,: !!
Where 

E k

Y = peak measured vol tage
E = bridge excitation voltage
k = bridge sensitivity factor

Now v:vP P
2

And Vo , :  10 go-o

so that Y:10 9o o

59p p

Now rearranging equat ion 6:8 to get the relat ionship between mea-
sured "9" 

"nO 
r,r", l: 

a, g ?, o
EK

s_Ek
e20

And putt ing in values from the arrangement shown in Fig.9.7 wi th
two active gauges giving a bridge sensitivity factor k = 4, and with exci-
tat ion vof tage = 2x O,233,

Scare Factor 
g -2 x 0'233 x 4
e 
: o,ogelz gr,
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For example i f  the meter indicates 0,OO1 8 gp-p wi th th is measur ing
arransement' e 

:';;!i::,;io"'

When a Tunable Fi l ter  1621 is connected as the external  f i l ter  for
the Vibrat ion Meter,  the s ignal  f rom the measur ing br idge can be fre-
quency analyzed. Further,  the narrow band f i l ter ing avai lable gives a
big improvement to the signal-to-noise ratio of the set-up.

Measuring Amplif iers and Analyzers

Fi9.9.8. Type 2l | 4. Type 212O and Type 2Ol O

!,r

r^

-
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One final group of instruments that can be used for measurement of
dynamic strain are the B & K Measuring Amplif iers and Frequency Ana-
fyzers. The Measuring Amplif iers Type 26O6, Type 2607, Type 2608,
and Type 2609 can be used in exactly the same way as the Voltmeter,
but as the 2608 and 2609 only record RMS levels the Crest Factor of
the applied loading must be known when these two instruments are to
be used. The Type 2609 has a most sensitive voltage range of tOOIV
for full scale deflection, and can measure in the audio frequency range
2OHz to 2OkHz. The other Measur ing Ampl i f iers can.measure lOgV
with full scale deflection and have a frequency range from 2Hz to
2OO kHz.

When one of the Measuring Amplif iers (not 2609) is used with an ex-
ternal f i l ter, or when one of the Frequency Analyzers Type 2O1O, Type
2113, Type 21 14,Type 2120, orType 2121 is used, the s ignal  f rom
the measuring bridge can be fi l tered to improve the signal-to-noise ra-
tio, or to make a frequency analysis of the dynamic strain levels. Again
there wi l f  be some restr ict ions as the 2O10 and 2121 can only mea-
sure RMS levels.

All analyzers can make linear measurements in the frequency range
2Hz to 2OOkHz, and have a maximum sensitivity that gives 1O/V full
scafe def lect ion.  The 2113 and 2121 can make frequency analysis of
the strain s ignals in the range 20Hz to 2OkHz, the 2113 with octave
or third-octave, and the 2121 with third-octave, lOYo,3o/o, or ' lo/o con-
stant proportional bandwidths. The 2120 can make narrow band (third-

octave, 1U/o,  3Yo, or 1o/ol  analysis in the range 2Hz to 20kHz, whi le
the 2114 covers the f requency range 2Hz to 18OkHz in octaves or
third-octaves. The 2O1O can make frequency analysis over the range
2Hz to 2OO kHz. with constant bandwidths selectable between
1O00Hz and 3,1 6Hz.

74N8

Fig.9.9 Dynamic strain measurement arrangement using a Frequency
Analyzer as the measuring instrument
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The method of zero calibration, and measurement wil l be the same
as when the Voltmeter is used. For example, when one active gauge is

used with Gauge Factor 2, and the excitation voltage is 1.5V, the

strain for full scale deflection in the most sensitive range (1O/V fsd),

,,rO:fi
_4x 10x 10-6

1,5x2

:13,3 pe ( fsd)

Which gives O,266/e,/scale graduation (O to l OV scale).
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CHAPTER 1O
SEMICONDUCTOR STRAIN GAUGES

Semiconductor strain gauges are made from a thin strip conductor
that has been mechanically, or photo-chemically cut from a single crys-
tal of sil icon or germanium. These materials have a high piezo-resistive
effect so that the electrical conductivity is very dependent upon the ap-
plied strain, therefore high gauge factors can be obtained that are 50
to 100 times greater than with metal gauges. The most common appli-
cations for semiconductor gauges are those that take advantage of the
high gauge factors available. Very low strain levels can be measured,
or high bridge outputs can be obtained to drive relays for example.

The crystal material is prepared by "doping" sil icon or germanium
with an accurately predetermined amount of an impurity to give the re-
quired gauge characteristics. Semiconductor gauges can be obtained as
P-types with positive gauge factors, or as N-types with negative gauge
factors,

Fig.1 0.1 and Fig.1O.2 show typical  resistance change,/strain curves
for a P-type and an N-type gauge respectively. lt wil l be observed that
the slope of the curves (i. e. the gauge factor k) is nor a constant for
semiconductor gauges, but that it varies with the applied strain level.

Fig. I O. I Typical strain sensitivity curve
gauge
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Fig.lO 2. Typical strain sensitivity curve for an N-tYpe semiconductor
gauge

Typical  P-type

semiconductor gau9e

+200"

I emDeralure L

SR
Ro

0,10

0,08

0,06

0.04

o,o2

750324

Fig.l O 3. Typical temperature sensitivity of a semiconductor gauge

Furthermore, Fig.1O 3 indicates that the change in gauge resistance is
also influenced far more by temperature fluctuations than is the case
with metal gauges, so that large apparent strains can be induced by
comparatively small changes in temperature.

A further complication is caused when the strain gauge crystal is
cemented onto the backing, the resistance changes due to shrinkage in-
duced strains as the adhesive drys, and when the gauge is mounted on
the test specimen, the resistance changes yet again. (lt might be noted

that this latter effect also occurs with metal gauges, but even though
the mounted gauge may be in a prestressed condition, the gauge factor
for the metal gauge remains constant. Further, as the gauge factor for
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the metal gauge is only one fift ieth of that for the semiconductor
gauge, the change in resistance of  the metal  gauge due to shr inkage ef-
fects wil l be fifty t imes smaller).

At the first sight of all these factors that influence the resistance of
the gauge - and hence its gauge factor - it might appear doubtful
whether accurate measurements could ever be obtained, however the
si tuat ion is not qui te as bad as i t  looks.  As shown in Fig.1O.4 and
Fig.1O.5, for  a s ingle act ive semiconductor gauge employed where tem-

Measuring error %

Compression Tension ue

1000 2000 3000

Fig | 0.4. Typical accuracy of measurement when the nominal gauge
factor ko is used with a single active P-type gauge

Measuring error %

Compression te Tension !e

4000 3000 2000 1000 2000 3000

Fig I O 5 Typical accuracy of measutemenl when the nominal gauge
factor ko is used with a single active N-type gauge
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perature variations are less than 1 l OoC, use of the nominal gauge fac-
tor gives a typical measuring accuracy better than !1oo/o at strain le-
vels up to + 2000ge, and down to -4000/€, !5o/o between + 5O0ge
and -25009e.

For most measuring purposes where very small levels are to be mea-
sured, and where temperatures can be kept stable, this order of accu-
racy wil l be sufficient. Further calibration wil l be unnecessary, and the
information in the rest of this chapter can be ignored.

However, where large temperature variations are encountered and
good accuracy required, several correction techniques can be applied.
The best compensation is obtained where a matched pair of one P-type
and one N-type (or a double resistor P-N type) is used in a half bridge
arrangement, or two of each are connected in full bridge. Complete tem-
perature compensation is obtained, and the nominal gauge factor is ac-
curate and constant for the whole operating range of the gauges.

Compensation gauges can be used in half or full bridge connections,
in the same way as for metal gauges, to eliminate temperature effects
completely. When the bridge is composed of all P-type gauges, there
will sti l l  be a constant overall measuring error of about + 3,5%. With
an all N-type bridge the error wil l be constant at approximately -3,5o/o.
These errors, due to shrinkage as the mounting cement drys, can be
corrected by a suitable adjustment of the gauge factor.

Single self-compensating N-type gauges can be obtained that have
special temperature characteristics designed to compensate for the tem-
perature expansion of  the test  mater ia l .  Typical ly th is type of  gauge wi l l
have a constant temperature deviation (0t) of + 5 or + EgeloC when
mounted on the specified material. P-type gauges can not be tempera-
ture compensated to the same degree, typically "0t" wil l be of the order
of+9to+1Ope/oC.

A further method of temperature compensation for single active semi-
conductor gauges uses a constant current excitation, instead of con-
stant vol tage. Referr ing to Fig.1O.3 i t  wi l l  be seen that the change in re-
sistance (dR,/Ro) var ies f rom -O,01 to +O,10 over the temperature
range from about -5Oo to + 150oC, which represents an apparent
strain var iat ion of  -100ge to + 1OO0ge. Over th is range of  apparent
strain the relationship 6R/e can be assumed to be a constant, therefore
from the original gauge factor equation k = 6R/Re, k must be inversely
proportional to R That is, when the resistance R rises with tempera-
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ture, the sensitivity (gauge factor k) falls. A constant current applied to
the gauge causes the excitiation voltage to vary in direct proportion to
the gauge resistance. Thus when the temperature increases, the rise in
resistance causes a rise in the excitation voltage so that a proportion-
ally greater voltage appears in the measuring l ink and compensates for
the reduced sensitivity of the gauge. In this way the effective gauge fac-
tor (- sensitivity) of the gauge can be kept virtually constant through
comparatively wide temperature variations.

Accurate determination of strain with semiconductor gauges

lf greater measuring accuracy is required from semiconductor
gauges, and P-N combinations cannot be used for some reason, a cor-
rection must be calculated. In addition to all the sources of error com-
mon to strain gauges in general that have been described elsewhere in
this book, the nonlinear gauge factor of semiconductor gauges contrib-
utes a major part of the measuring error As described in the previous
section, the great sensitivity of semiconductor gauges to temperature
can also give considerable measuring errors. However, when the na-
ture of these errors is understood, suitable calibration techniques can
be applied so that accurate measurement is possible.

The first point to bear in mind is that the gauge factor quoted by the
maker should be considered purely as a nominal  value for guidance,
valid only for the temperature at which the gauge was calibrated. This
is obviously true where the characteristic curve of resistance change
against applied strain is of parabolic form, so that the effective gauge
factor (the slope) is dependent upon the applied strain level.

When a semiconductor strain gauge is received from the supplier,
the fo l lowing informat ion is usual ly given for each indiv idual  gauge, or
pack of gauges:

RoO i %, resistance of the unstrained gauge at some specified tem-
perature. Ro can only be measured on an unmounted gauge con-
ductor.
k t%, nominal  gauge factor,  i .e. ,  the gauge factor when the con-
ductor resistance is Ro, which is the condition for an unstrained
conductor at the calibration temperature. (Herein l ies the first ma-
jor source of error that must be compensated for.)
6k/ko/o per degree temperature, variation of gauge factor with tem-
perature.
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01pe per degree temperature, variation of apparent strain with tem-
perature.

From this information and a sensitivity curve l ike those shown in
Fig.1O.1 and Fig.1O.2, the actual  strain level  can be found. The sensi-
tivity curve should be available from the gauge supplier or manufac-
turer.

Another typical gauge sensitivity curve is shown in Fig.1O.6 which
also indicates where measuring errors can occur because of zero shift
caused by the cement shrinking as it drys during mounting. The sensi-
tivity curve obtained from the gauge manufacturer wil l only show the
actual curve and the axes that pass through O, (marked 6RlRo). lf the
resistance of an installed gauge is measured and compared with the
quoted Ro value, it wil l be found that with a P-type gauge the resist-
ance of the mounted gauge R. is about 1O to 12o/olower than Ro, and
for an N-type gauge the mounted resistance wil l be from 1O to 12%
higher. These changes have occured as the cement dried, and indicate
that shrinkage has induced a compressive stiain of the order of
1O00ge, (this is quite a typical value for shrinkage strain), so that even
though no strain is being applied to the test specimen, the "zero" for

the mounted gauge has moved along the curve to point M.

Gauge sensit iv i ty
CUryE

Nominal k
(= slope of sensit iv i ty curve

Shrinkage
srratn

at point 0)

Nominal k appl ied
at point M

r6R
R6

Change in resistance
due to shr inkage

,1 Actual k at
point M

Nomina! axes

Compressive strain Tensi le strain
-- -----;>
Practical ax6

7fiW

Fig.lO.6. Errors due to zero shift during mounting a P-type gauge
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The nominal  gauge factor k for  the gauge is given by the s lope of  the
sensitivity curve where the gauge resistance is equal to Ro and where
the gauge conductor is completely unstrained, i .e.  the s lope at  point  O.
lf the nominal gauge factor is now used when the test piece is strained
the dR,/R term registered by the measur ing instrument wi l l  refer to the
changes in the mounted resistance R..  This is shown in the f igure by
the nominal  k l ine passing through the new zero strain point  M, so that
measuring errors wil l occur due to the difference between the sensitiv-
i ty curve and the nominal  k l ine passing through M. These measur ing
errors are made up from two components, one is the difference be-
tween a straight "nominal  sensi t iv i ty"  l ine and the general ly parabol ic
true sensitivity "curve". This is the factor that causes the slope in the
error curves in Fig.10.4 and Fig.1O.5. The other component is the di f -
ference between the slopes of the "true sensitivity" curve and the nomi-
nal sensitivity curve at point "M". This is the difference that causes the
measuring ertor at zero applied strain for single active gauges, or the
constant measuring error found when similar types of gauge are used
for temperature compensation in half or full bridge connections.

The only really sure method of avoiding errors due to a parabolic sen-
sit ivity curve, and errors due to zero shift, is to refer all measured val-
ues back to the true gauge sensitivity curve, and to the completely un-
strained condi t ion of  the gauge conductor.  In th is way the approxima-
t ions impl ied in the assumption of  the nominal  gauge factor value are
el iminated.

Accurate measurement with the Strain Indicator 1526

The fol lowing example is suggested as a pract ical  method for making
accurate measurements wi th a s ingle act ive semiconductor gauge us-
ing the Strain Indicator 1526. Simi lar  methods can be used to get accu-
rate strain levels when mult i -gauge br idges are used with s imi lar  type
gauges. The method is divided into four stages as follows: 1 , Determina-
tion of the resistance of the mounted but unstrained gauge to find the
apparent strain due to shr inkage, 2,  Measurement of  the indicated
strain due to the appl ied mechanical  loading of  the specimen so that 3,
the actual applied strain level can be determined, and 4, Determination
of the amount of  strain induced in the gauge when measurements are
made at a different temperature from the calibration temperature.

The manufacturers data for the gauge used in the example is as fol-
lows:
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Gauge: P-type si l icon,
Nominal  gauge factor.  k = 1 1 2 !5o/o
Gauge resistance: Ro = 126O !O,5%
Cal ibrat ion temperature:  to = 2O"C
Temperature sensitivity: 6k/k = O,22Y" per oC

0t = + 1O,1 Pe Per oC

Sensi t iv i ty curve at  2OoC as shown in Fig.1O.8, and temperature
sensi t iv i ty curve as shown in Fig.1 0.3.

1. Determination of the resistance of the mounted gauge

As all the subsequent strain levels measured wil l be based upon the
value obtained for the resistance of the mounted gauge and wil l have
the same order of accuracy, the resistance must be determined with as
much accuracy as possible, but there is no point in greater accuracy
than the value given for Ro .  When a good qual i ty ohmmeter is avai lable
that uses a low voltage excitation, the resistance can be measured di-
rect ly.  The common, inexpensive mult i -meter is not sui table for  th is pur-
pose as i ts measur ing accuracy is typical ly 15%.

Active semiconductor gauge in posit ion A (act ivel

7tu332

Fig.lO.7. Gauge and resistance box connection to the Type | 526 for
measurement of gauge resistance

The resistance of the gauge on the unloaded specimen can be deter-
mined by using the 1526 as an ohmmeter when an accurate decade re-
sistance box is available. A decade box with an accuracy ol O,5o/o or bet-
ter  is  qui te sui table.  The act ive semiconductor strain gauge, and the
resistance box should be connected to the 1 526 as shown in Fig.1 O.7.

1.  Set the 1526 to "0,3V" exci tat ion vol tage, and "2OO0ge" Range.

2.  Set the resistance box to the nominal  gauge resistance value Ro.

R6istance box in posit ion D ldummy)



3. Set the 1 526 gauge factor to "about" 1O.

4. Switch the bridge mode to "Half-bridge, Off" to eliminate the bal-
ance potentiometer from the bridge circuit.

5. Select "Operate". The display wil l blink when the resistance of the
mounted gauge (R-)  is  more than 2% di f ferentfrom Ro. Fhe 1526
is only designed to balance out 2o/o on its own potentiometerl.

6. Adjust the resistance in the decade box in the direction indicated
by the display (- means decrease, + means increasef unti l f irst the
display stops bl inking, and then in 1 O steps unt i l  the display s ign
changes. ln the example th is occured between 1lOQ and 1O9O
steps.

7.  Now switching back to the previous ohmic value and then on again
so that the disptay alternates between a small negative and a small
positive value, adjust the "Gauge Factor" potentiometer on the
1 526 unti l there is a total of 1oOO/e difference between the two
values displayed. (The exact value of the gauge factor is not import-
ant.) The 1 526 has now been adjusted so that it acts l ike an
ohmmeter wi th a resolut ion of  1OO0 digi ts per ohm at the gauge re-
sistance, and a measuring accuracy comparable to the accuracy of
the resistance values in the decade box.

8. The actual resistance of the mounted gauge is given by the settings
on the decade box plus the displayed value. In the example these
values for Rn. were:

and
109 A + 410 pt :  109,41 A
110 A -590 ue:109.41 I

+ 7o accuracy of decade box, when the ambient temperature at the
gauge was 2OoC.

Strictly speaking, the out-of-balance of the 1kO resistors forming the
other side of the half bridge should also be checked, but as they are gar-
anteed to have less than 50 ppm difference between them. the effect
on the display wil l be very small. Nevertheless, unbalance is checked
as follows:

9. Remove the semiconductor gauge and decade box connections
from the terminals of  the 1 526, and replace them with the Cal ibra-
t ion Br idge ZR O013.
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10. Without altering any of the other settings, check the displayed
value. The posi t ion of  the switch on the Cal ibrat ion Br idge is unim-
portant as i t  is  completely balanced in ei ther set t ing.

1 1.  Add or subtract  the displayed value (according to s ign) f rom the
gauge resistance. lt should be no more than a few thousandths of an
ohm. In the example the unbalance was + 1_pe, equivalent to
O,001 O which should be subtracted from the resistance value. In
this particular example it has no significant effect on the resistance
value found.

The difference in resistance between R. and Ro

so that

6R: 109,41 -  126: -16,59 A

6!:-19:5=e :- .o.r31s
R^ 126

From the gauge sensi t iv i ty curve (Fig.1O.8) the shr inkage strain is
found to be -1 2109e = -O,OO1 21 strain

The slope of the sensitivity curve at M in terms of R,n is given by

k' :  lR
R-€

dR dR R^
where 

R.:  R"" R.

(1 O:1 )

(1 O:2)

so that k-: 2x 0,1315x 126
126x109,41x2500

k-:  96

This is the average k, over a short portion of the curve having M at
rts centre.

A similar method of resistance measurement may be employed using
an accurately calibrated potentiometer.

2. Measurement of the indicated strain

The knowledge of the amount of shrinkage strain there is on the
gauge, and of the actual gauge factor existing at the point where the
test piece is unstrained open up several new possibil i t ies
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First, if the value k. just calculated for the gauge factor is set on the
1526 (actual ly k. , /1O is set) .  or  i f  the gauge factor on the 1526 is set
to 10 and the km value used in the formula

Displayed value x 10 : microstrain
Km

(  1 0:31

the results obtained wil l have an accuracy (typically) better than t 5%
over the measuring range between t 1SOOpe, plus the accuracy to
which the resistance of the unstrained mounted gauge was deter-
mined. This is because the error curves in Fig.1O.4 and Fig.1O'5 have
been moved to pass through zero while retaining their slopes.

For most practical measuring systems. the accuracy obtained with
this method wil l be sufficient. However, if a higher degree of accuracy
is sti l l  required, one of the alternative methods described in section 3
should be followed.

3. Determination of the actual strain level

The method that has just been used to determine the mounted resist-
ance of the gauge can be used again to find the resistance of the strain
gauge when the test piece is subjected to an applied static mechanical
strain. A new 6R,/Ro value can be found that yields a new strain value
from the sensitivity curve which can be added to the shrinkage strain to
give the actual change in strain level caused by the applied mechanical
strain.

Returning to the worked example, when the strain was applied to the
test specimen, the new resistance found by this method was
149.22r] .

Hence 6R:1a9,22-126: +23,22 A

and yt  :+?2-|2 :  +0,184
t16 126

Which, according to the sensitivity curve, is equivalent to a strain le-
vel of + 157Oue. Therefore the change in strain level between the un-
strained state of the test piece and the strained state,
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which gives a total of +2780pe change in level from the unstrained
state, i. e., the mechanical strain level applied to the test piece is
2780pe tensile, with an accuracy equivalent to the resistance determi-
nat ion.

The foregoing method for calculating the actual applied mechanical
strain can be used for measurements up to the maximum permissible
level for the gauge, (4OOO to 5000/€). However, as the method is
rather tedious, especially where many strain measurements have to be
determined, and as it is not suitable for measuring dynamic strain
either, the following method is generally recommended for measure-
ment of static or dynamic levels up to about 2OOO Ue (with k = l OO).

Nominalk112, =slope

of snsi t iv i tv curue at "O"

Gausesnsitivity cu-" 
y L

!! where Ru = 10 O

/ :'rii,^n, =

<.
True k at

+n.7 -'-

+0,6 +0,4

-,- +0,3

+o,4
+o,2

+0,3

+0,

r 550
+o,2

1 I  2 appl ied
at point "B"

point "B" {=96)

/l
/,,

Fig.l O.8. Construction of new axes for accurate strain measurement
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When the mounted resistance of the semiconductor gauge has been
determined, the decade resistance box or calibrated potentiometer can
be removed and replaced in the half bridge by a resistor.

ldeally the resistance of the dummy should be exactly the same as
the value found for R' so that it wil l not be necessary to use the
built-in balance potentiometer in the 1526. When it is not possible to
obtain or fabricate the exact resistance value required, the nearest ap-
proximation (less than 2o/o awayl can be used. The resistance of the
dummy gauge (R6) must also be known with a high degree of accuracy
because now when the half bridge is balanced, the resistance of the ac-
tive and the dummy arms wil l have the same value (Rs) which wil l be
the datum resistance for all subsequent measurements.
R6 is given by,

ao: fuj!-t- a (1O:41

Thus

A new pair of axes can be drawn through point B where 6R,/Ro
crosses the sensitivity curve at a dR value equal to Ro - R5. f ihis wil l
be point M when the dummy and active gauges have identical resisl-
ance = R. ). The scale of the new strain axis through B has exactly the
same increments and size as the strain axis through O. lt has merely
been moved an amount equivalent to the strain level indicated by a re-
sistance change of Ro - R6. The 6R/Rb axis wil l be scaled with resist-
ance change increments referred to R6, and these are given by a rela-
tionship similar to that indicated by equation 1O:2,

(1O:5)

The resistor used as the dummy gauge in the worked example was
found to have a resistance of  1 10,59 Q !O,5o/o.

therefore Ro:
109,41+110,59

Hence

:110,00 A

dF 110-126
Ro 126

: -0,127

Which is where the new strain axis crosses the sensitivity curve at
point B. One unit of the dR,/Rb scale wil l be given by.
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oR dF 126
nr:  n" ^ t to

AFI:  1,145;:

i .  e. ,  the increments on the 6R/Ro scale are 1,145 t imes greater than
the increments on the dR,/R5 scale.

Axes with these scales have been drawn through point B on the sen-
si t iv i ty curve shown in Fig.1O.8.

The gauge factor on the 1 526 should now be reset to I O,OO and the
half bridge balanced using the built- in balance potentiometer. The speci-
men is loaded with a static or dynamic strain, and an indication ob-
tained on the digital display, or output in the normal way. The quantity
displayed wil l be dRlRb in units of pe/e x I O because the gauge fac-
tor set is 1o. The displayed value can readily be converted to a resist-
ance value just by moving the decimal place. The.n the actual strain ap-
plied to the test specimen can be read from the sensitivity curve, re-
membering to read from the axes passing through B.

Returning once again to the example, when the strain was applied,
the display indicated + 1921O;re,  which means that the strain gauge
had undergone a resistance change of + 1921OOpA/A (see above), so
that dR,/Rb equals + 0,  1 921 .

Applying this resistance change to the sensitivity curve, it is seen
that i t  wi l l  be brought about by an appl ied strain of  + 155Oge. This
measurement is accurate within ! 1 ,u/o, being the sum of the accura-
cies of the determination of the gauge resistance and of the dummv re-
sistance.

Up unti l now, all the measurements and corrections have assumed
that the temperature at the measuring point remains constant. Meth-
ods for calculation the effect of temperature variations are described in
section 4.

4. Determination of apparent strain due to temperature variation

The change in resistance of a semiconductor strain gauge that is de-
tected by the measuring instrument is made up from a component
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caused by the applied mechanical strain, and from a component due to
temperature induced apparent strain.

Total strain = Mechanical strain + Thermal strain

When the strain gauge in the example had its temperature raised to
IOOoC while it was subjected to a mechanically applied strain, the dis-
play indicated 17600/e. This value represents a change in resistance
of 176OOO/Q/O, so that

oR = o, t  76
Rb

and Rb =l lOA
therefore 6R =l loxo, l76 (10:6)

= 19.35f)

and the resastance of the loaded strain gauge at l OOoC,

RUroo)=l lO+19,35
= |  29.35f)

From the temperature curve Fig.1O.3,

Ro at I OOoC = Ro ot 2OoC x | 'O52
= l26 x 1,O52

R{roo)= 132'6f)

R __ t  29.35 -  132.6
And ..:-

Rotroo) | 32,6

= -O,O245

From the original gauge sensitivity curve (with axes through O), the
6R/Ro value -O,0245 would have been produced by the application of
-2OO pe.

The total change in strain is the sum of the shrinkage strain plus the
loaded strain,

= l2 lO + (-2OO)
= lOlOpe
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This value is made up from the apparent strain due to the difference
in expansion between the test object and the strain gauge (thermic
strain) and the mechanical component caused by the applied load. Ther-
mic strain can be determined from,

,, 
-_ i;,:,:i 7;, !",! l* n * "

Therefore the strain due to mechanical loading,

'- =L1o'rou; 
tot

Again, the accuracy of this calculated value wil l depend upon the ac-
curacy with which the resistances were determined.

High strain levels can be measured, if necessary, when a resistance
box is used as the dummy. lf the bridge output goes outside the range
of the 1526 (flashing display), the value of the dummy resistance can
be altered unti l the display again shows a constant value. The change
in the value of the dummy will give a new value to the resistance at
the balance condition. The new balance value can be found from,

R b"bnc" - 
Rgtug" 

! 
Rau^-v

2

and i t  should be inserted in Equat ion 10:6 in ptace of  the 11OO, whi le
the value from the display gives a new dR,/R6.
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where

and

so that

APPENDIX I

Derivation of expressions for the position of the principal axes
referred to a set of arbitrarily positioned axes

Consider Fig.Al .1,  i t  shows a pair  of  axes O-X and O-Y with a
gauge length O-A = / making an angle a with the X axis. lf a strain is

applied in the X direction so that the point A moves to A', for small

changes in a, the strain in the direction a wil l be:

6te":  T

t -  x
I  - -

cosd

d/: dxcosa

dxcosacosa
E": --- 

x-
dxcos2a (A1:1)

(A1:2)hence Ea: txCos2a

Simi lar ly,  i f  a strain is appl ied in the y direct ion the expression

eo: evsit f  a can be derived (A1:3)

Fig.Al .l . The effect of strain in X direction
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Fig.Al.2. The effect of shear strain

Finally, Fig.A1.2 shows the effect of applying a shearing strainpxv to
the gauge length /. The strain in the direction a wil l be:

. .  _61 _6xcos2a
"" _ _l_

similar to equation A 1 :1 above,

now

therefore

but

and
therefore

6r: ytanBrr* y|,v (for small angles Bay)

^ - Y\,vcOS2'a
cd- -

x

Y-: tana.
x

tanacosa: sina
eo: Brrsinacosa

lf all these strains are applied simultaneously, the
gauge length / can be found by adding the components
thus

(A1:4)

effect on the
algebraically,

eo: erco*al ersin2a* B,,Sinacosa this is equation 2:5 (A1:51

€d can be measured with a strain gauge, so that if measurements are
made at three different angles, to give three different values for eo and
d. the three unknowns can be calculated by solving three equations si-
multaneously. so that the strains at the measuring point are defined in
terms of the arbitrary axes X and Y.

Further, if the above equation (A1:5) is now rewritten in terms of the
doubfe angle 2a:
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€u:txr@, ,*r,  l#)*fury?o
,":++'j9cosz"+E !?S

and then differentiated with respect to a, the
planes can be found:

dt,, _-2 (e,- e,r) sin2a^ *2fl,rcos2a,
da2-2

sin2-ap : tan2ao- F,v
coszap Ex- €y

(A1:61

angle of the principal

:0

this is equat ion 2:6 (A1:7)

hence the principal strains (€."* , €nl;n , dod B) acting on the principal
planes, can be calculated by substitution back into equation A1:5, and
the stresses found by a further substitution into eguation 2:4.

Appendix 2 contains worked examples using these equations, and
also gives a graphical method devised by Mohr that can be used to find

the magnitudes and directions of the principal strains at a point'

Fig.Al.3. Triangles that contain the angle 2a

The trigonometrical relationships used in equation A1:6 can be found

from equation A1:7. A triangle can be drawn that contains the angle

2q, as wel l  as s ides with lengths of  9*v and e'-er.  Two such tr i -

angles are shown in Fig.A1.3. lt wil l be seen that the hypotenuse must

be,
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9,,

2

a-+a.,
Similarly Emin: 

- 
-

2

(A1:8)

(A1:9)

so that sin2a: z t/G7'l4Fj

and cos2a= -+

These values can be substituted into equation A1:6 to yield expres-
sions for the maximum and minimum principal strains. First using the
positive values to obtain the maximum principal strain ad follows,

, __ erle, , Er-Ey (er-ey) , Fr, gry
:

2 2 y '1e,-erf+92,y 2t/1t ,- t r f+92,y

_ Ex*Ey

2 2\/(e,-erf + F2,y

Now standard equations can be developed for the more commonly
used strain rosettes, to give the magnitude and direction of the princi-
pal strains in terms of the strains measured by the individual gauge
gr ids.

The Delta Rosette

Delta rosettes, examples of which are shown in Fig.A1.4, have three
measuring grids arranged at 600 from each other. Taking the axis of
grid 1 as a datum, €t is measured by grid 1, ot <r = Oo, e2 is mea-
sured by grid 2, ot d = 60", and €3 is measured by grid 3, at d =
120o. These measured levels can be substituted into equation A1:5 to
give €x, e, and their direction referred to arbitary axes, and Fry in
terms of the measured levels so that,

in plane 1,  e1=e,co*0 +ersin20 +Brysin0cos0 (A1:101

in plane 2,  e2:e,co* 60 +ersin2 60 +B,rs in60cos60 (A1:11)

in ptane 3, es= 6,sssz120+ ersin2 120+ B,rsin | 20 cos 120 (A 1 : 1 2)
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1

Fig.Al.4. TYPical Delta Rosettes

Taking equat ion A1:10 and solv ing fore ' .

E1=Erx 12+ero +Brrx0x1

so that e, :e,

Taking equat ion A1:11 and resolv ing for€y

t 1 \/3 Vf ^ ls r
E 2:  €,x V* V* 

t r ,  i "  V* F,r*V'  V

e1 , 3eu 69*:7-  
4--  4

4/ E1\/3 I
so that 'r: i  ( 'r- i* 29,, I

:42-t' - F'z-s s f r

Now resolv ing equat ion A1:12Ior e,

1 1 *  V{.^ 'V{,  1
Es: E,x -2" -z* tr i* i+ lJ,rr- z ^ -2

e1 .3e, *^=z*i-29',

4/ Et\ /g_ I
so that 'r= V ("-Z* ZP,, I

4re er,  9,y=-T-3--V!
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Equating the two expressions for €r.

4t, €1 Fr, 4ts et Frv
33V333V3

. 4eo Et 4eo t '=2Fyand i-  s-t* v vs
4\62 4\6s

so thaf g,r:3---

^ 
2(e2-e3)

Prr : - -T

Substituting this value into one of the expressions for er,

4ts E1 2(e2-e3)

- --v 3 3 V3V3

_ 4es-e1*2e2-2e3,

3

-e1* 2e21 2es
,3

SO thzt  er=st

-e1*2e2*2e3
,;J

and Bxy--3!#

These three expressions can be substituted in equations A1:8 and
A1:9 to y ie ld the maximum and minimum pr incipal  strains in terms of
et ,€2.  and e3.

First  using equat ion A1:8

E,*Ey 
- 

V(;=;FF,
t_",=T---

2(e 2-e 2)
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= z. (-+. +. + ) {F (3. +. E)J|I Wr

't,- ''.'i.%-t t#l' (o,,,3)

'[,,-3+-"' 
Ji [+]' (A,r:.l4)

Which simplif ies to

'('--#)

1
1 - ,E Gz-es)

So that a^= =.tsn-l LP 2 e1* e2l  e3

-r---

Whilep."r--emax-€min 

3

=t

(A1:15)

( ie Al :13-A1:14)

(A1:16)
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These values can be substituted into equations 2,4 to give maximum
and minimum stress levels. so that,

",",:,[ ,t#.+ (A1:17)

"^,,=,[f,ff + (41:18)

The basic relationship between the shear stress and the shear strain

Shear Stress r = Shear Strain p x Modulus of Rigidity G

is similar to the relationship for normal stress and strain (o = € E).

afso E:2G(1+p") (A1:19)

so rewrit ing the shear relationship in terms of E,

Ep
r:Wl (A1:2o)

and inserting the value for B.",

,^",: 
h. (A1:2r )

The Rectangular Rosette

Typical examples of rectangular rosettes are shown in Fig.A1 .5. A
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similar analysis can be made to yield maximum, minimum, and shear
strains and stresses, together with the angle that the principal planes
make with the datum gauge gr id (gr id 1 in Fig.A1.5).

oo= )-trn-'3-' -(t:t)

lA1:22li

(A1:23)

(41:241

(A1:25)

(A' l :281
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The T-delta rosette is basically the same as the delta rosette, but it
features a fourth strain gauge grid set at right angles to one of the
other grids, see Fig.A1.6. The equations developed for the delta rosette
can be used, or the following expressions can be used to take advan-
tage of all four gauge grids.

(A1:291

(A1:3O)

(A1:31)

(A1:32)

(A1:33)

(A1:34)

(A1:35)

",=f,trr-'ffi

9."r-' (e;e)2+ !{rr-rrf

,-et)2* lfr-rd'J

ret)2* $fr-rrl'J

(e

(e

(e;e)2+ !{rr-rr)'

(e;e)2+ 
!{rr-rl '

'e;ea)2+ 
tGr-rl'
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APPENDIX 2

Practical examples showing the use of the equations developed in
Appendix 1, and the construction and explanation of
Mohr's strain circle

Fig.A2.1 shows a group of three strain gauges arranged to measure
strain at three different angles about a point in a strain field. Gauge 1
measures a strain of + 85Ope (strain being a dimensionless ratio of
length to length, the units could equally well be pm/m or pin/inl.
Gauge 2 measures -1OOue, and Gauge 3 measures + 3509e.

Fig.A2.l. Strain gauge arrangement for the worked example

Calculation method

Taking the axis through Gauge 1 as the X axis, principal strains wil l
be calculated from equation 2:5,

Eo: Excos2a* ersin2a*, Bxrsinscosa

the position of the principal planes from equation 2:6,

tan2cto - fl'v
'  Ex.-  Ey
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and the principal stresses from equations 2:4,
E

or: -7 _U2 
(ex+ PE,/)

F
ov: 

T=u2(erI 
pe,)

First,  using the values obtained from Gauge 1 in Equation 2:5,

850 : e,cos2 0 + e,s i n20 + p, ys i n1cos}
q:850 pe

Now using the values from Gauge 2,

-100:850 (-0,0872)2 * q (0,99642 + p,v @,9962) (-0,0872)

-1 00 : 6,463 + 0,9926 q - 0,8688 B,y

-106,463+0,08688 B,v
'v 0.9926
ey:-107,2+0,08752 p,y

Using the values from Gauge 3,

350 : 850 (- 0,2588)2 t e, (- 0,965q2 + B,y (- 0,9659) (- 0,2588)

350 : 56,94 + 0,9328 e, t 0,250 B,y
293,06 -0,250 pxY

',: o,g32g

ey: 31 4,2 -  0,268 P,y

Equating the two values obtained for €y

- 1 07,2 + 0,08752 p,y : 31 4,2 - 0,268 B,v
(0,08752 + 0,268) p, v : 31 4,2 + 1 07,2

^ 421,4
P'v: agsss
p,r :1185 pt

(This is actually equivalent to twice the height to the intercept of the
Mohr strain circle and €1 axis in Fig.A2.3, as this axis is the datum for
the calculations.)

ey : - 1 07,2 + 0,08752 x 1 1 85
Therefore ev : - 107 ,2 + 103,8

e, -- - 3,4 pe
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Hence the solution for er, er, and F' referred to the datum axis:

e, :850pe t  Ey:-3,4pe :  0,v:1185pe

Therefore tan2ao: 
w#Aql 

(2:6)

tan^ 
1185

'zaP: gsgr-

tan2ao: 1'39

So 2ar:54,3" or234,3"

(Because the tangent is the ratio of two positive numbers, had they
been two negatives, 234,3o would have been the correct solution.l

sp = 27,150 from Gauge 1 datum plane

Now putting ao back into the original eguations,

E 
-u, 

: ercos2 ao I ers i n2 ao t B, rsi n arcosa,

t.", : 850cos227 ,1 5" + (- 3,4) sin227,1 5" * 1 185sin27,1 5" cos27,1 5"

Emax : 850(0,89q2 - 3,4(0,450)2 + 1185(0,450)(0,890)

e^u,: 673,3 - 0,69+ 474,7

eaar:1147,3 pe

€.;n occUrS at 9Oo from €.", so solving for e,n;n = (ao t 9Oo)

e-in : 850cos2 1 1 7,1 5" * (- 3,4)sin2 1 1 7,1 5" * 1 1 85sin1 1 7,1 5" cosl 1 7,1 5'

enin: 850(- 0,45q2 - 3,4(0,890)2 + 1185(0,890) (- 0,450)

tnin:172,1 -2,7 -474,7

e6;n:-305,3Pe

And d:€max-Emin

f l :1147,3-(-s05,3)

0:1452,6 Pe

lf the three strain gauges in the example had been fastened on to an
aircraft structure made of aluminium with Young's Modulus E =
TOGPa (7OOokp./mm2 = 1O7 lbf/in2l and Poissons Ratio tt = O,32,
these and the measured values could be substituted in equations 2:4 to
yield the Principal Stresses.
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o,",= # (.** u',,,)

o ̂ ,,= # (^,,. u,.",)

First  in ISO Units:

,^",= 
# (,,u,s-o,szx 30fi 

)ro-6 
Gpa

_ 70x 1049,6x 1O 6

0,8976

: 81,85 MPa (8,185 kp/mm2)

and '^,:-- 4F- (-tou,t. o,32x t,or,s 
)rnu 

e ,,

_ 70x 61,83x 10-6
0,8976

: 4,82 MPa (0,482 kp/mmz)

Simi lar ly in Br i t ish Uni ts:

and

107 / .
f t  = -  11-  max t  -0522 l ;147,3-o,3zx 

sos,s 
) to-6 

tb/ in2

107 x 1049,6x 10-6:  
0,8976

= 11693 lb/in2

107 /
n =- I --  m,n t  -0,s22 ,  

-305,3+ 0,32x 11473 
)10 

6 tb/ in2

107 x 61,83x 10-6
0,8976

: 6881b/ in2
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The shear stress can be calculated from

EB
7: 

4ft oJ2)
70x 1452,6x 10 6

2(1+ 0,32)

: 38,5 MPa (3,85 kp/mm2)

107x 1452,6x10 6

(A1:20)

ISO Units: GPa

Bri t ish uni ts:
2(1+ 0,32)

55021b/in2

Graphical method using Mohr's strain circle

There is a graphical method, devised by Mohr, that keeps track of the
relationship between strains and their directions at a point in the strain
f ie ld.  l t  is  easiest  to demonstrate Mohr 's Strain Circ le by means of  an
actual worked example. Fig.A2.2a shows the three strain gauges ar-
ranged to measure strain at three different angles about a point in a
strain f ie ld as in the previous example.  Gauge 1 measures + 850ge,
Gauge 2 measures -1OOUe, and Gauge 3 measures + 35ope. Con-
struction of the Strain Circle is realised in the following series of steps'

A2 2a. Strain gauge arrangement A2.2b. Rearrangement of axes

Fig.A2.2. Worked example for Mohr's strain circle

+ 350 re -  10O pe

",rg". M='*'i'
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1 . Rearrangement of geometry where necessary, to get the axes of
measurement of all three gauges within a total included angle less
than 18O", and to place the axis l ine of the gauge with intermedi-
ate strain magnitude between the axes of the other two gauges.
This is only a geometrical exercise, and it should be emphasised
that it does not involve actually moving the gauges. Fig.A2.2b
shows this rearrangement of the axis l ines

2. Draw a vertical axis (shown as F/2 in Fig.A2.3), and with positive
values to the right, draw a series of parallel vertical axes at dist-
ances from the first axis that correspond to the strains measured
by each of the gauges. These axes are shown as €1 , €2 and e3.

By m€surement

e.r ,  = 11r l0 le

€min = -3f l ) /€

fr"  = 144Orc

^\ \54'
= 2 x27"
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3. Draw the same angle that the axis having the smallest strain
makes with the axis having intermediate-strain in the rearranged
geometry diagram (2Oo) clockwise from an arbitary point A on the
axis corresponding to the intermediate strain value (e3). Continue
the angle unti l i t crosses the axis for smallest-strain (e2) at point F.

4. Similarly draw the angle that the axis having the largest-strain
makes with the axis having intermediate-strain in the rearranged
geometry diagram (75o) from the same point A on the other side of
the axis for the intermediate strain value (es). Continue the angle
until the l ine crosses the axis for largest-strain (e1 ) at point B.

5. Construct a circle passing through points A, B and F with its cen-
tre O where the bisectors of A - B and A - F cross.

6. Draw a horizontal axis through the centre of the circle O.

7. Measure e-", which is given by the distance J - C.

8. Measure €-6 which is given by the distance G - J.

9. Measure B which is given by G - C the diameter of the circle
= max - min. (strictly F = 2 x the radius of the circle.)

1O. Find the angle of the principal planes. Starting at one of the points
where the circle crosses the smallest-strain axis (e2), at point H or
F, move counterclockwise around the circumference of the circle
through 2 x the angle between the smallest-strain axis and the in-
termediate strain axis shown in the rearranged geometry diagram
until one of the points where the circle crosses the intermediate
axis (eg) at points A or E. ln the example shown here, the only
angfe that can satisfy the requirement is FOE = 2 x 2Oo = 4Oo.
Move on round the circumference from point E through 2 x the
angle that the largest-strain axis makes with the intermediate
strain axis in the rearranged geometry diagram. The new point
should also be where the circle crosses the largest-strain axis (€tl;
it is at point B. The two angles FOE and EOB represent the angles
of the rearranged axes in Fig.A2.2b while the horizontal axis
through the centre of the circle represents the direction of the
principal planes. One principal plane (the maximum O - C) l ies be-
tween the intermediate and the largest-strain measured axes, mak-
ing an angle EOC with the line representing the intermediate-strain
axis, and an angle COB with the line representing the largest-
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strain axis in the rearranged diagram. Therefore, in the rearranged
geometry diagram, the maximum principal plane lies at an angle
EOC/2 from the intermediate axis, and at an angle BOC/2 trom
the largest-strain axis. The other principal plane (the minimum) l ies
at 9Oo to the first. Fig.A2.4a shows the rearranged geometry dia-
gram with the principal axes drawn in. and it is a comparatively
simple matter to extrapolate back to the orginal layout to find
where the principal planes l ie. This is shown in Fig.A2.4b.

l'*';r^^

+35ope zw

Fig.A2.4a. Principal planes on rear- Fig.A2.4b. Principal planes drawn
ranged axis diagram on the original layout

Fig.A2.4. Position of the principal planes

The final results of the worked example. as measured from the Mohr
Strain Circle are as follows:

tmax: i1140pt

enin: - 300 Pt

0'v:  t1440Pe

and ap:27" measured from the Gauge 1 l ine.

These results can be compared with the results obtained by the calcu-
lations shown previously.

Now having obtained results, how does the method work? Reasoning
onwards from the construction employed, the convention used for the
axes is Normal Stress (e) horizontal with positive values to the right and
negative values to the left. Shear Stress (Fl graduated in units of F/2,
is drawn vertically with positive values downwards. This suits F* in
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equation (A1:5 = 2:51, Bv is of equal magnitude but opposite sign. The
sign convention and arrangement adopted permit one single point on
the diagram to represent the state of strain on some plane (X in
Fig.A2.5) in a strain field, so that all points on the circumference of the
circle represent strains on all the possible planes.

In equat ions A1:6 and A1:7 (= 2:6) the angles given are two t imes
the angle between the datum plane and the plane being calculated. Us-
ing the theorem that says that the angle subtended at the centre of a
circle is twice the angle subtended at the circumference, the strain cir-
cle is so constructed to yield these double angles at the centre. There-
fore the principal planes are at 1 8Oo from each other where the circle
crosses the Normal Strain axis, that is, where the Shearing Strain is
zefo.

Fig.A2.5. Geometry of Mohr's Strain Circle

Further examination of the diagram in Fig.A2.5, shows that the right-
angle triangle that contains the angle 2a has a base length

and height

so that

t r*  t ,_ .,_ ___T_

fx- tv

2
: F,v/2

tan2a: BxY 1 €' - tY
22

tanla:  t  0" ,
(€y- ty)

which is equat ion A1:7 (= 2:6)
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)"+(fuLF

The hypotenuse of the triangle

so that

and

sinZa: S {e' UEv)z+{Eu, Y

cos2a:ry

From the method given for the worked example, the magnitude of the
maximum Normal Strain is given by J - C. which is equivalent to the
distance from the vertical axis to the centre of the circle plus the radius
(hypotenuse) of the circle.

that  is  6-:  
e ' tEY a"2

_ ErtEy 
+

2

: "i ', + pt=:ty+ftrf

e'* tv 
-*tx 

- eY 
cos2o+ FlY sinzae":--V- z z

which is equat ion A1:6.

Examining Fig.A2.5 once again to find where the minimum Normal
Strain occurs, another right-angle triangle containing 2a is found. This
triangle is in the third quadrant of our sign convention so that

sin2a: - F'v

6t=:ty+t%f

1t'= 
ev 

1z qlfzy

1e'=tv1zq10Y y 1e, = ev 
1z q p2u-y

1e, - 
ev 

1z p lfu-y

1e'= 
sv 

11 11fzy

1t, - Ev 
1z a 1ft-y
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fo;:'f *t$f

From equation A1:6 it can be deduced that the radius of the strain cir-
c le

: t ' l  t, 
cos2a+ 1iv sin2a

22

but here in the third quadrant

: -" 
-: ' , 

cos2o - 0t, sin2o
22

Hence the minimum Normal Strain is given by the distance from the
vertical axis to the centre of the circle minus the circle radius as was
measured for the worked example (G - J). This sti l l  obeys equation
A1:6 as the terms are to be added algebraically.

Now it can be noted that the Mohr Strain Circle is a geometrical con-
struction specially designed to contain elements that satisfy the equa-
tions used for f inding principal strains. lt can be employed to find the
position of the principal planes and hence the maximum and minimum
Normal Strains, and the Shearing Strain present at a point in a strain
field when the strain magnitude in three directions is known. The accu-
racy of the final results depends greatly upon the accuracy and skil l  of
the draftsman constructing the diagram. Therefore it is suggested that
the circle be sketched freehand, and used purely as a reminder of the
geometrical relationships between the strain components, so that the
various strains can be calculated on a basis of these geometrical rela-
tionships.
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